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PREFACE

trtlhat was my objective in writing t,his thesis?
stated simply, it was to gain for myself a better under-
standing of what is involved in the term ?renvironmentil.

v¡hile at the same tíme gaining some underst,anding of
how the planning profession could aid in dealing with
that environment.l My hypothesis was that the environ-
ment is a much more complex ent,ity than is generally
believed and that planning must in some \rayt begin to
deal with this complexity.

irlith such a wide-ranging topic t,he production
of a ttdefinitive* statement was not, of course, possible
and indeed the thesis was not undertaken with the
t'hought of attainíng any f inal ansvrers or conclusions.
Furthermore, in order to allow for a process of internal
self-correction during the preparation of t,he thesis,
the title chosen r,rras purposely a broad one.

It is inevitible that, a work such as this be

affect,ed by personal biases. My academic background

is the very general one of Environmental st,udies. citv

1r' th. Preface and rntroduction, the terms r?planningrr
and ?renvironment?? are used in the g"nå"i" sense. Theirmeaning within the t,hesis will be ãiscussed in chapter r.



Planning, which in large measure a1-so involves a

general approach, forms another part of my background.

As a result of this strong general background, my in-
terest in the environment has always been more r^¡ith

the relationships between things than with t,he things
themselv.".2 The study of planning has strengthened

my desire to apply this approach to situations in the
real world rather than to be content with the approach

as an i¡rtellectual view¡roint.

In the final analysis, the thesis, along with
the profession of planning itself, is based on the
assumption that man can consciously act to improve

his situation in the environment.

,-The need for, as well as the essential character-
istics of, this approach are well explained in; H.!üinthrop, 

-VeÊtureç i4 Social fnterprãtatíon, (ñew york:
Appleton cenEu i6.

l- l_
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INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, there has been a steadily
increasing concern about the state of the man-environment

relationship. The forthcomj-ng United Nations Conference

on the Human Envi-ronment, to be held in Stockholm in
June L972, is one indication of t,his growing concern.

I,fhile the concern may be approachíng global dimensions,

it is certainly true that dífferent societies have dif-
ferent perspectives on what action (if any) should be

taken to alter this relationship. rn this thesís however,

the emphasís will be upon what, can loosely be termed
ttNorth American societytt, first of all because ít is
the one in which the thesis is being wrítten and

secondly because it, is the one for which most data

are available.

The t,hesis is divíded into five chapters. Chap-

ter T will deal with the meaning of the terms nplanning

processll and ?1p1 anningtt. The notion of ilenvironmentrt

which will be ernplo¡red throgghout the thesis will also

be developed in this first, Chapter. Chapt,er II will
review the operation of t,he city planning profession

within this notion of ?renvironmentil. Chapt,er III will
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discuss t,he basic properties of the natural environ-

ment and t'he ways in which mans t activities interact
with and affect that environment. Chapter IV will
trace the history, reasons for, and consequences of,
societyrs increased concern for the envíronment.

Finally, chapt,er v ïJ:ill take cognizance of the environ-
mental complexity revealed in Chapters fTI and IV
and investigate the application of a social indicator
approach to the environment.



C}TAPTER I

:; :,.,:', SOME BASIC NOTIONS

Planning

The terms ttplanning processtr and ttplanningtt

": will often be employed in this thesis. Hence their
,' ,, meaning, as understood here, will briefly be set
' ..' i:

dov¡n.

Although t,he planning process must be conceived

of as a whole, it, can, for t,he purposes of díscussion,

be disaggregated into the following steps;

a) tfre ident,ification of goals

b) the survey and analysis of the past and
present, as well as the prediction of
the future

\c) the formulation of concrete, attaínable
,.¡.,¡,,,::,, objectives as a result of t,Íre survey and

: :: t.l :'':

",,.. d) the development of specific programs to
achieve these objectives, and

e) the implementation of these programs

The first, two steps can be seen as involving an

analysis or tttaking aparttr of elements in t,he environ-
ment, while t'he final t,hree can be seen as involving a
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synthesis or ttputting togetherr of these elements.

Furthermore, in order to account for continual changes

in the environment and t,he accumulation of new know-

ledge over time, these rrsf,gpsr in the planning process

are inter-related by means of feedback loops. Thus ín
reality, the planning process exhibits on-going
íterative properti...1 This process then can be applied
at any level an individual business enterprise, a

settlement, a region, a nation or even a world-wide
basis. The primary concerrì. in t,his thesis however. is
its application on a settlement 1eve1.

secondly, within this thesis, the term rrplanningrr

will refer to the conscious application, either in whole

or in part, of this rtplanning processrr.

Environment

Planning, along with other disciplines and pro-
fessions, deals v¡ith the environment. other disciplines
such as engineering and psychology study this environ-
ment from a particular or specialist point of view.
Element,s not relevant to their specialty are screened

lAppendix 
A

of the Îtplanníng
contains a diagrammatic representation
processlf .
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out.l P1anning, on the other hand, does, or at least

should, concern itself with all aspects of the environ

ment. Scottísh biologist, and tornnr planner Pat,rick Geddes

claimed that planners should employ a ttsynoptic visiontr

by which he meant that cities, regions, nations or what-

ever else was under consideration, should be seen and

understood as wholes rather than as series of unrelated
,parts,- This definition of synoptic bears a close re-

lation to the philosophical doctrine of holísm put, for-
ward by J. C. Smuts, in which he claimed that the sen-

sible objects and t,hings of which we are aware in the

world are actually active energy systems in space-time

and hence should be seen more as events than as objects.

Smuts thus called for a trholis'biclt view and claimed t,hat

1 This is not to intimate t,hat the specialistts
point of view is somehow wrong or inadequate. Indeed
þlanníng requires the insightË of speciáii;¿;. -Th;--'
point to be made is that by underst,anding how a specíal-
ist views the environment, the planner can come to a
better understanding of his or,rnr position vis à vis t,he
environment.

:-r.:.

'r, Geddes, cit,ies in
Edit,ion), (fonAôn: Witl.ianrs and Norgate Lt,d.

Revised
L949.)p. 6.

, Gçddes also defined synoptic as the recosnition
and utilization of the points öf view of all-tñe-sþeciaf-
ists involved ín the st,udy of the envíronment. See p.
LL I of Cit,íes in Evolut,ion.
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ttThings are more than their apparent
structures, and their rfieldsr must be
considered as complímentary to their full
operation and understanding. A t,hing doesnot come to a stop at its boundi_ng surfaces....it is overflowing act,ion it pãsses be_yond its bounds, and its field is essentialnot only to íts correct appreciation as atling, but also to a correct understandingof things in general and especially of_thã
ways in whích they affect each othàr.rI

rn order to have a synoptic or holistic víew of
the environment, we must first have some notion, even if
only an elementary one, as to what is involved in the
term t?environmentt?. The remainder of t,he chapter will
address itself to this task.

Geddes saw the world (and here we may substitute
?tenvironment?? ) rs composed of the ?rout-world, and the
?tin-lrrorldtr that is, the perceptíble observable environ-
ment and the inner environment of thoughts, feelings and

tintellect.- He diagrammed this notion in the followíng
manner;

out-wor1d facts
in-wor1d memories plans

1J. C. Smuts, Holism @ (Uew york: MacMillan Co. , Lg26)', p]ãT6;
2p, Geddes, op. cit.. pp. 2}S-ZLS.
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Geddes further perceived ühe Itou'b-r4rorldrr to be composed

of a folk-work-place trilogy. ttFolktr refers to the human

occupants of an area and their social insitutions; nv¡ork?r

refers to their economic insituùions; v¡hi1e rlplacerr de-

notes t,he physícaL, inanimate environment, both natural
and man-made. These three elements inter-relat,e in a

complex manner to produce;

I/II0RK-PL,4,CE the physical area whereín one carries
on his occupation - eg. field, factory
or universíty.

FOLK-PLACE all types and classes of residences

PLACE-FOLK those people indigenous to a parti-
cular area

I,\IORK-FOLK onels fellow workers

FOLK-I/üORK an individual t s occupation

PLACE-I^IORK the natural advantages of an area -that is, its intrinsic suitability

I,{hile Geddes I classification is useful, the ensuing

discussion requires that the environment be viewed in a

somewhat different manner. Hovrever, Geddesl classification
wíll be supplemented and not supplanted. The alternative
classification has been developed so as to provide for con-

sistent terminology wit,hin t,he thesis. Hence it may or
may not have more general application outside the bounds

of this thesís.
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I,rlhat is sought here is a sharper differentiation
than Geddes provides between that part of the environ-
ment shaped by man and that part not yet so affected.
Given the fact t'hat most of the earth, and indeed even

the moon have been, to a greater or lesser extent,
affected by man and his activíties, the differentiat,ion
being sought is admittedly a somewhat artificial one.

Nevertheless, its utility will hopefully become apparent

as the thesis progresses.

ïn t'he present context, the environment is seer.

as consisting of t'he trhuman environmentr? and the ?rnon-

human environmentfr. Further, each of these has a

lrbio'bictt (that is a living) component and an rrabio.bicrl

or non-living component. Thus:

HrndAlT ENVTRONMENT (Uam)

biotic - rnân and his social, economic and political
irrstitutions

abiotic - man-made artifacts such as streets, build-ings, machines

NON-HUMAN ENVTRONMENT (XarUnn)

biotic plants and animals (other than man)

abiotic rocks, minerals and other non-livíng matter
As is the case with folk-work-place, the above categoríes
are not mutually exclusive; they are complexly inter-
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related to form a whole that will be referred to as

t,he ttinclusive environmentn. This altered classi-
fication then, makes explicit, what is involved in
Geddesl notion of ttplacett. In turn, the Geddes classi_
ficatíon clarifies t,he notion of nhuman biotic environ-

'l
ment.ll - Hence;

HII\{AN-BïOTIC FOLK and I{ORK

HTJMAN-ABIOTIC 1 aspect of pLACE

NON-HTJIIAN-BIOTIC 1 aspect of pLACE

NON-HIMAN-ABIOTIC I aspect of pLACE

The major relationships wit,hin the inclusive en-

vironment can be described in the following *rrrrr.*;2
1. T Thís

relationship has long been of prime concern t,o the
profession of architecture and is becoming of in_
creasing interest to the disciplines of sociology
and psychology.

2. The non-human biotic'non-human abiotic relationship
For the purposes of this thesis, it, is assumed that
this relationship is adequately t,akencare of by

natural processes.

1 For a diagrammàtic represe*tation of these twoclas¡ifications see Appendix B.

--Appgndix B Diagram (ii) shows these rerationshipsgraphically.
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ic relatiThe human biotic -human bioCi ]-at,ionsh

These two relationships can be considered together
as the trh,uman/non-human environment relationshiprr.
It is this relationship which is of primary con_
sideration in the thesis.



CHAPTER 11

THE PLANNTNG PROFBSSTON AND THE ENVIRONMENT

ïn t'he prevíous chapter we saw that Geddes called
for the use of a synopüic vision by pl-anners, a vision
which would conern itself not only with the interrelation-
ships of folk, work and place, but also with the various
specialist points of view involved in understanding the
inclusive environment. Restated in terms of the altered
notion of environment developed, ï¡e can say then that
the planning profession should concern itself with the
interrelationships between the human environment, both
living and non-living, and the living and non-riving
components of the non-human environmerrt.l ïn the planning
profession, as in many areas of human endeavor however,

there is a siglgificant gap between what some feel should
occur and what, actually does occur. Thus it is ímportant
to understand how planning, as a professional operation,
has conducted itself within the notion of environment

developed above.

The greatest impetus to the deveropment of a city
planning profession i-n North America is generally considered

lA ai.g*ammatic
ínvolvement is shornrr

representation of the area planning
in Á.ppendix B.
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to have been the Chicago lrlorld Exhíbition of 1893 with
it,s revival of classic styles in architecture and city
design. The broad paved roads, reflecting pools, green

areas, statu:a'ry , massíve buildings, electrification
and hidden ut,ilities, fired the imaginations of many who

came to see the Exhibition. These people took back with
them to their own tovnrs and cities, a desire to ímprove

their communities by similar, if smaller seale, means.

This era of planning history, dating from about 1893

unt'iI about LgLz was knov¡n as the city Beautiful Move-

ment.1 At this time then, the emerging profession of
city planníng was in effect, architecture on a city-
wide sca1e, and it,s efforts were directed towards the
production of design drawings, according to strictly
determined design principles, for the future physical
growbh or improvement of a city. There was also a sincere
belief that the social and economic (tnat is t,he human

biotic, or work and folk) problems being exposed by social
workers and others interested in the city, could be sol-
ved-by the designed improvement of the human abiot,ic
environment. I,fhile the belief that such a properry de- .

disgned envíronment could determine human behaviour, ü¡as

an over reaction, it is certainly t.rue that the manipulation

IMel scottr_ 4{çrigan-citv plg{r{rine since 1go0, (Berkeley,University of Catieornia ''
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of the hlm'an abiotic environment can facilitate, influence

and even make possíble and probable some types of human

behaviour.l However, within this view of planningrs

relation t'o the environment, it was not possible to ex-

plain why rtundesirablett socio-economic conditions per-
sisted in trproperlytt designed environments or why favour-
able condítions couLd sometimes be found in the most
Itundesirablett human abíotic surroundings.

In 18ÇÇ, during the era of the City Beautiful
and again in L923, Geddes came to America on lecture
tours. Although he had a profound effect on some in-
divíduals in t,he planning movement, his views were not
greatly recognized or applied.2 The reasons for t,his
lack of recognition are legion3 and include the fact

See: E.T. Hall The Hidden Dimension, (New York:
Doubleday and Co. Lg66)

R. Somrner, Personal Space: The Behavioral Baqis q-q
Design, (Englewo

2
American urban historian and social critic Lewis

Mumford is one of the most ardent followers of Geddesl
thought, and acted as Geddest aide during his second.
lecture tour of the United States. See P. Boarrdman.
Patrick Geddes: Maker of t,he Future, (Chapel Hill:
University of Nort,h Carolina Press, Lg44), p. 41-2.

JJ.E. Page, S.J., The Development of the Notion of
iott,(University of Pennsylvania Lg66), pp. 8+ 85.
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that the United States, based largely on a system of
stiff competition, was not ready early in the Twentieth

Century, for a point of view which st,ressed the import-
ance of co-operation. Furthermore, cities and counties
in the united states were delegated so lit,tle power by

the Federal government that, even if they had wanted to,
t'hey could not have effect,ively applied Geddesr ideas.
rn addition, Geddesl mercurial mínd, along with his cofl-
plex and often rambling presentations, resulted in what

has come to be called ??a failure to communicate.l?

Nevertheless, within the restrictive bounds set
for them, American city planners, particularly after the
heyday of t,he City Beautiful, v¡ere attempting, in a

crude way to employ a synoptic view by engaging in what

they termed ttcomprehensíve planning.rr This approach

was synoptic in the sense of utili zíng the vielçoints
of t'he various specialists involved in city-building.
Thus t'here was constant, discussion as to what should

constitute the rfelemen'bstt of the comprehensive physical
plan of a city. Hancock relates that between 1910 and

L920, the major rrelementsl? included f inancing and ad-

ministration, zoning-planning 1aw, streets, transportation,
industrial, recreation and land planning and housing.l

1.1. Hancock, rrplanners^in the changing American cLty,
1?_99:1q401t, . Journal of the ,{merican Insðitute of planners,
xxxIII (seit
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This orientation towards the elements of t,he human

abiotic environment on the part of the planners, was

due in large part to the fact that early membership in
the realm of professional planning was heavily represented

by the professions of engineering and architecture. rn
L9L7 ' the /6 man roster of the American city planning

rnstitute, now the American rnstitr¡te of planners (A. r.p. ),
consísted of 23 engineers, 18 landscape architects, Lz

lawyers, 10 architects, 6 realtors and 7 others.l Hence

as Page relates;
trThe planners Ìvere only seeing one facet oflife, that which they were trãined to per-
ceive. Quite naturally, they construeãtcomprehensivenesst within the ambit of whatthey thought constituted the important elementsof city life.t?z

The comprehensive plan, or as it is presently
knor,rrn, the ttmaster plantt or rrdevelopment pl anrr, has

continued t'o deal pri-marily with the human abiot,ic
environment. The master prans produced today ho.ûvever,

have a greater appreciation than did the earlier comp-

rehensive plans, of the complexity of this environment.

Earlier plans saw t,he relevant lrelemen'bsr in a static
relationship with each other, whire later plans have

1-Ibid. t p. 296.
2 J.E. Page, S.J., op. cit., p, L95, footnote 24.
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been more aware of t,he dynamic nature of these relation-
ships, largely because of the t,remendous porvers of
calculation provided by the development of the computer

duríng and after l{orld I,far 11.

As a practicing profession then, city planning
has at't'empted to improve conditions in t,he human biotic
environment by manipulat,ing elements in the human abiot,ic
environment. There has however, been an increasing
understandíng of this environment, fori

ttEach generation had the experience of theprevious generation of effort to build upon.
Each generation was forced by circumstances
to get a bet,ter grasp of jusÞ how complextcomprehensivet really was.nr

Ittlhat then of concern for the non-human environment in
the profession of city pranning? As indicated above,

landscape architects, along with engineers and architects.
figured prominent,ly in the early development of the
planning profession. Their infruence was seen in the
inclusion of recreation as one of the ?relementsrr of a

comprehensive plan. By means of parks and park-like
areas, t'he non-htiman environment was inûnoduced into
the human envíronment ín order to provide beauty and

ostensibly to improve the *healthfr of the city. This
was especially true in the development of new tov¡rs and

1
Þi4. t p. L95, footnote 24.
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suburban residential areas, one of the most famous of
which ín the united states was Radbrtrî, New Jersey.l
fn Radburn, begun in 1928, the houses faced onto large,
landscaped interior parks which ü¡ere contiguous with
the individuar lots. rt was assumed that these inner
parks would be used for recreatíon and that here, child-
ren would be protected from automobile tnaffic. rn
trtiinnipeg, the l¡rlildwood area of Fort Garry was designed

in a manner similar (although not identical) to that
,

of Radburn.o

Thus city planning has made E of t,he non_human

environment but as a study by Galloway and Huelster
shohrs, has narely considered t,he effects that develop-
ments in the human environment would have on its non-

human counterpr"t.3 By means of a social science technique
known as content analysis, these authors have analysed

the American professíonal city planning literature covering
the years 1950-1969 to ascertain the extent to which citv
planníng has concerned itself with these effects.

1
The use of the non-human envíronment in the design

o_f lívíng areas is closely connected with the Garden citiesMovement begun-in England in the lat,e lgtrr.cent,ury byBbenezer Howard. see c. st,ein and H. Itrright" Towärdä m"*
Town,q for America. (New york: Reinhold Col l-gSlf--_

2For comparison of Radburn and Trrildwood see:
X; 

t; ,.,Kostka, l{eishbourhood planning" (Winnípeg, Lg ST ) ,pp.

the
of

\o+-tol.tT. Gal-j. Galloway and R. Huelster, trPlanning Literature andEnvironmental Crisestt,
Planners. XXXVll, July Lg1I, pl:269:274.
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The l-iterature analyzed included the Journal of
thg lþerican Institute of Planners, the annual A.f .p.
conference proceedings, and the American Society of
Planning of ficials monthly Newslet,t,er. The former is
the journal of the professíonal pranning organization
in the unit'ed states, while the latt,er is the organ of
a semi-professíonal planníng organization.

The researchers stated that during the interval
studied, the city planning profession had given only
marginal attention to t,he effects on the non-human en-
vironment. The authors claimed öhat such marginal
attention Ìras due to t,he lack of adequate knowledge

of these effects and as well to a general unconcern

for them in most of the disciplines and fields closely
allied with planning.

Galloway and Huelster thus drew the conelusion
that the profession of cj-ty pranning has followed, and

not led, t'he increasing societal interest in t,he re-
lationship betr,ireen the human and non-human environmentsJ
lfit'hin t'he time period considered by the resear.chers,

t'heir conclusion is valíd insofar as it applies to the
profession as a whole. rt must be remembered however

I
The development of

is discussed in Chapter
tfenvironmentt? as a socíal issuelv.
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t'hat certain individuals within t,he realm of planning
have made this relationship their special int,erest.
For example, landscape architect-pranners such as ran
McHarg and carl steinitz have developed techniques to
ensure that, as far as possible, developments in the
human abiot,ic environment are compatable with conditions
existing in the non-human enviror,merrt.l That their work
is not mentioned by Galloway and Huelster can be attri-
but'ed to the f act t,hat neit,her McHarg nor stei nítz
contributed articles to the publicat,ions anaLyzed,.

Furthermo?e, the profession as a whole is now

giving more concern to the relation between the human

and non-human environments. fn March of L)JL, the
American rnstitute of planners adopted an official poricy
statement whích gave recognition to the importance of
considering this relationship in applications of the
planning O"o"."".'

Hence, an understanding of what is involved in
the term r?environmentt? must incrude a basic knowledge of
t,he processes operat,íng in the non-human environment.

1S".: Ian McHarg, Ðesj
The Natural }IÍstory press, ffi, 

(Garden cíty:
2
This polj-cy statement is repr:oduced as Appendix c.



CHAPTER 111

MAN IN THE BTOSPHERE

Along with other living organísms, man e:liÉts
in a thir'r envelope of air, water and soil known as the
biosphere. rts bounds are set verticalry in the
atmos¡rhere at about 6.25 miles, downward to the known

depths of the ocean (about 361000 feet) and into the
fi-rst few thousand feet of the earth itself where
living organisms have been found.l However this en_

velope of life has an iruegular shape, since it is
surrounded by a transítion region in which some dormant
life forms as spores may be present. This occurs for
example, in parts of Antarctica and the hottest deserts.

Properties of Non-Human Ecosystems

within the limits of the biosphere exist its rife
support systems - the major ecosystems such as oceans,
grasslands, marshes, forests, lakes and rivers. An eco-
system is considered to be a unit of biological organization
made up of all t,he biotic components (plants, animals and

1¡. McHale, rrlforld F¿vol. 3, (s"Éå;å Eurtures,
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microbes) in a given area, int,eracting with the abiotic
or non-living components (water, gases, minerals, vlind,

light, and heat) itr an energ"y-dependent fashiorr.l In¡it,hin

ecosystems can be ídentified major cycles such as the
energy cyc1-e, water cycle, oxygen cycLe, nitrogen cycle
and as wel1, various mineral cycles.

Ecosystems, whether oceans or forests, all receive
the bulk of their energ'y in the form of sunlight. This
energy is used in the photosynt,hetic process in which
the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is assimilated
into energ"y-rích carbon compounds. The flow of energy

through any ecosystem is â one-r'ây process in which
energy losses occur along each link in the food chain.
For example, in Lapland reindeer lichen capture energ-y

from the sun and through photosynthesis, this energy

serves as a food base for reindeer which in turn are
eaten by men. Furthermore, during photosynthesis,
plants take up a number of inorganic elements and com-

pounds including nirtrogen, and phosphates. These

nutrients are passed along ín the food chain as weII,
but unlike energy, are not dirninished and may even be-
come more concentrated. rn addition, decomposers such
as bacteria and fungi release basic elements back into
the abiotíc environment, thus making them available for

lFor the bas_j-c concepts of ecology see;

clirrsT'í;"i3i|::$krffi, (Bngrewood
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re-use by the biot,ic components.

Hence because ecosystems are fundamentally cir_
curar processes, they are subject to numerous feedback
effects and thus exhibit non-rinear responses to change.
For example, if the nutrient level of water becomes so
great as to stimulate the rapid growbh of algae, (¿r, a
process known as eutrophication), the dense alga1 popu_
latíon cannot be rong sustained because of the built-in
limitations of photosynthetic effíciency. The light,
requíred for photosynt,hesis that can reach the lower
parts of t'he algal layer becomes sharply diminished as
the thickness of the layer increases. Hence the over_
growbh of algae quickly dies back, again releasing organic
debris that stimulates further growbh. Although
eutrophicatíon is a natural process that occurs over
a geol0gical time span, the organic wastes disposed of
by man vast,ly increase the rate of this natural 0"o"."..t

The feedback characteristics of ecosystems result
i-n amprification and intensification of processes. Be_
cause, in food chains, small 0rganisms are consumed bv
larger ones, the concentrations of certain substances
in the bodies of animals at the top of the food chain
resul-ts' smaller organisms always have a much higher

The most widely known case of acceleratedeutrophication is LaLe Erie_. rn thís-"Àgaro see:
Lakes,,c'#;rtËoq"' and A. Robertso",-ïti.ã-Agi.n!- -çreat
Freeman {;* r".i.iã""î w.nl*"
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metabolic rate (tfrat is, rate of food use) than larger

ones, so that t,he amount of their food oxidized relative
to the amount incorporated into their body is greater.

As a result, animals at the top of the food chain must

consume a larger number of organisms lower dor,vn in the

food chain. Therefore, any non-metäbolized material
present in the lower oganisms wíll become concentrated

ín the body of the top one.

Anot,her important property of ecosysùems is that
of succession. This is a slow but orderly process of
development in which each species alters its physical

environment and t,hat of its associates such that it
eventually precludes íts own and sometimes others

existence, while in the process, providing a new set,

of conditions which can be tolerated by some other
species. Thus an open field no longer cultivated, goes

through a series of dj-fferent stages which may eventually
result in a stable or climax ecosystem, providing there
is no interfererlce from man or any cataclysmic natural
event such as an earthquake. A climax ecosystem re-
sults when no other combination of species is able to
replace the one presently existing. Although the stab-
ility of t'he climax is not fully understood, it relates
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to its greater complexity. Thus the more advanced the

ecosystem, the more complex its function and the more

diversified it,s flora and f auna. I4lith such complexifi-
cation then, there is less likLíehood that any major

change in one component will adversely affect the entire
ecosystem. Thus a climax ecosystem has a great deal of
internal resiliance. Although such resiliance is not

infinite, ít allows incremental changes to be absorbed.

Human soci_ety, t,hrough it,s technology, is one

of the prime agents of change in non-human ecosy.t"*s.1
Particularr-y through his agricultural and industrial
activities, lfestern man has produced significant effects
on these ecosystems. such effects have caused furt,her
changes, both intended and unintended, in the human en-

vironment. some of these effects will be discussed

next, not in an attempt to catalogue every environmental

change induced by man, but rather to demonstrate the
fundamental interrelatedness of the human and non-human

environments.

Agriculture and ecogvstems2

I,tlhen man lived as a hunter, fisherman and collector

lttrechnologyrr can be def ined as rr. . . the comb,inationor totality of techniques employed by people or at a givenperiod for the purpose of adaptation to their (non-human)
environment.rt H.P. Fairchild, Dictionary of Socioloey ang!
@ (ltewJerseyi

2Se. L.R. Brown, ftHuman Food production as a process
intheBiosphere?'Scient,if@ge!,Vo1.22g,(Sept,em-
lner LÇfO), pp. L6OW
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of wíld plants, his numbers were small and his technology

extremely limited, with the result that t,he impact on

the biosphere and its ecosystems was correspondingly

small. I,fith t'he domestication of plants and anímal-s

some 9000 11r 000 years ago hoÌüever, man began to
shape the biosphere to his own ends. rn agriculture,
he was able to achieve this by halting ecological succession

in its earliest stages when productivity is high, thus
preventing a particular ecosystem from moving to its more

stable and less productive stages. Thís ability to ex-
pand the capacity of the earth for food producing resulted
in increasesin human popula.tion which necessitated further
alteration of t,he biosphere in order to meet food needs.

rncreased productivity meant also that some people courd
be freed from agricultrual dut,ies thus resulting in
specializat;j,on of human activities and t,he establishment
of permanent settlements.

until the Twentieth century, increased need for
food was provided primarily by expanding a nationis
frontiers and bringing under cultivat,ion, previously
undistu¡rbed land. As a result, croplands now occupy

some lO% of the earthr s total land surf ace. In t,his
century, the disappearance of accessible frontiers has

necessitated the more intense cultivation of exist,ing
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croplands. This has been achieved r¡rit,h the production
of higher-yielding plant species and as well by the
extensive use of chemical fertílizers and the chemical

contnol of diseases, insects and weeds. Thus increased
production has been achieved by preventing ecosystems

from moving to t,heir more stable and less productive
stages. Modern agrícultural controls reduce the number

of non-human organisms competing vrith man for food.
such a practice results ín decreased complexity of the
ecosystem - in effect - large monocultures which,
whi-le resulting in greater food production, also lead
to a decline in the resíliance of the ecosystem. As

long as there is suffícient resilíance, such agricultural
practices can proceed successfurly since through the use

of pesticides, fertilizers and so oD, a crop can be re-
tuÉned to its simplified equiLibriurn condition of one

crop and no competit,ors.

Itrowever, because of the aforementioned properties
of ecosyste*"r 1 poisô.zrs used to control pests have effects
on populat,ions other than those they were designed to con_

trol. Ilence, ¡restícides not only reduce the incidence of
specific pests, but also of their competítors and pre-
dators. Over a number of year-s then, the pest population

Supra., pp. ZL-24.
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may become resistant to a partícular pesticide because

the most persistent, of t,he species have survíved pre-
vious applications. The use of pesticides has sígnífi-
cant short-range advantages such as increases in crop
yields and improved quality of crops. rn addition, there
is a reductíon in the frequency of years with very low
crop yierds with t,he result that there may be a corres-
ponding reduction in the cost of producing food. How-

ever, over the long term, there arises a need for
either a heavier application of pesticides or the deverop-
ment of new ones.

Furthermore, it' is welr known that high con-
centrat'ions of pest,icides have acute effects on non-
human life. Although ít has been est,ablished that
even the most remote human populations have traces of
cert'ain pesticides (notably D,D.T. ) in their body tissues,
the effect on the general population of these concentratíons
is not knov¡n adequately. This very uncertainty it,self
however, may produce anxietåes which generate harmful
ef fect,s. Except in cases of direct contamination t,hrough
the handling or application of pesticides, these sub-
stances become concentrated in man by the contamination
of the food chains he uses.

light of the above-mentioned benefíts of pesti_
it becomes important to ask how the human need

fn

use,cíde
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for these benefits can be balanced against the damage

caused to the non-human environment and the possible,

:, ut largely undetermined, long-range damage to humans.

Three possible approaches incIud.,1
restrict the use of persístent, broad rangepesticides such as the chlorínãt,ed hydro_
carbons (D.D.T., dieldrin, aldrin, 

"äd*in,oxophene, lindane and chiordane).

1 fffi:å':.-3;::,ffi:.;::f:",1ä ;lï"i"3nåf."""persistent in the soi1, water or air.
regard pesticides as just one of a widerrange of alternatives, including pest_re_sistant crops, the use of naturãl- enemíesto control pests and the sterilization ofpests.

Particularly in countries such as the United
süates and canada, modern agricultural techniques of

"hemical control, fert,l1Jzation and mechanization have

made it possible for fewer and fewer farm workers to
produce the required agricultural output. This has been

i one of the factors operating in the populatíon movements

from rural to urban areas, with consequent int,ensification
of problems for bot,h areas. rn the fínal anarysis then,

i the modification of the non-human environment through
changíng agricultural ¡rractices has a profound effect
on the human environment.

1O.C. Herfindahl and A.V. Kneese, Environmental
Oualitv, (naltimore: Johns Hopkins p=""ffi 7-so.
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Indgstry and Ecosystems

The non-agricultural activities of man have also

had a significant impact on the ecological systems making

up t,he biosphere. Before 1800, sources of power r,rrere

limited to human and animal power, the burníng of wood

and as welI, animal or vegetable oils, all of which rep-

resented the conversion of recently stored solar energ.y.

Adverse ef fects on the biosphere were thus small. I^rit,h

the discovery that coal, when processed into coke, could

be substituted for charcoal in the process of reducing
j,ron, there occured rapid expansion in índustry.l

Fresent-day industries produce a great many

wastes which Ínteract with and affect t,he biosphere in
complex ways not yet fully understood. The three major

recipients of these industríal wastes in the biosphere

are the atmosphere, the hydrosphere (tfre water on the
earthrs surface) and the lithosphere or solid portion of
the earth.

The atmosohere

fn releasing the enrgy of fossi-l fuels such as

lU. Brown, ttHuman Material production as a process
in the Biospherp?tr gç+e"ttftc a*eric , VoI . 2Z3t(Ëeptember 1970,) p'. Ñ
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coal and oi1, man is, in effect, racing the slow cycles
of the non-human environment, r^¡ith consequent effects
on t'he cycles themserves. The production of energy from
fossil fuels results in the following wastes being dis-
charged into the atmosphere; carbon dioxide, sulfer
oxides, hydro-carbons, nit,rogen oxides and solid parti-
c1es. The major sources for these emissions besides
industries include automobiles, electric power prants,
space heating and refuse disposal.

The emission of carbon dioxide produces the
greatest effect on the atmosphere and indeed its in-
crease is the only one that has been accurately docu-
ment'ed on a world-wide scale. From 1g60 to the present,
the concentration of co, in the atmosphere has increased
from 29O ppm (part,s per million) to about 320 pprn or
about Lo%.! ït has often been claimed that one of the
consequences of such an increased concentration would be
a world-wide rise in temperature since the carbon dioxide
would produce a rrgreenhouse effect?r by reducing the amount
of heat energ'y lost by the earth to out,er space. Horrrever,
art'hough the increase in concentration is certain, the
effect on climate ís st,ilr undet,ermined because of counter_
actíve effects of changes in the degree of cloud cover
and in turbidity of the atmosphere.

- ls'r'' singer, ?rHuman-Energy production as a processin the Biosbherètt, - 
&ip¿lif_i" a*Eli"r,i, 

*vor 
. 225 t (Septem_ber LjfO), p. 18:.
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Hydrocarbons are one of the most we1l-known

emissions and are tr):roduced by the processing and com-

bustion of petroleum in the internal combustion engine.

l,fhen hydrocarbons react wit,h nitrogen oxides ín the
presence of ultra-violet radiation, photochemical smog

is produced. Human activities account for only L5% of
total hydrocarbon emissions, with the balance being

emit,ted from forests and other vegetation as well as

from the processes of bacterial decomposition in t,he

form of met,ha.r..l However, the T5% due to human activities
is concentrated in urban areas which themselves may have

peculiar meteønlogícal conditions such as temperature

inversions which intensify the effect,s of the smog. Los

Angeles is t,he classic example of this situation. photo-

chemical smog has also been shown to result in the in-
hibition of photosynthesis in certain types of trees
growing at considerable distances from urban areas. rt
has been claimed that snog concentratíons of as little
as .15 ppm have caused a 20% j-nlr'lbition of photosynthesis

within 60 days. This in turn is thought to impede the
flow of protective pitch within the tree resulting in re-
duced resistance to insect pests.2

sulfer products when removed from the atmosphere

,|

-Ibid.; p. 186.
t

--Time Masgzine, April 13, L970, trCj_ty vs.p.55. Foresttl ,
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by precipit,at,ion increase the acidity of t,he rainfall
and as a result, small lakes and rivers may show ín-
creased acidit,y t,hat endangers their ecosystems.

Itrlinthrop claims that, rain falling on Norway ís saturated

with sulfuric acid emit,ted from the factories of Brit,aín
and Europe, with the result that Norwayis deer are

growing smaller, since the acid is st,unting the growbh

of lichen, their main source of food.1

The hydrosohere

Although t'he effect of industrial wastes on the
hydrosphere has been studied more thoroughly t,han

effects on the atmosphere, generalizations must be treated
with caution. This is so because the carrses and effects
of wastes on water vary greatly from region to region
and because a complex variety of substances and biochem:lcal

reactions is involved.

wastes discharged into water can be classified
either as degradable or non-degradable. Degradable or
organic wastes are produced by t,he food, pulp and paper

and chemical industries; as werl, domestic sewage can be

classif ied as degradable. Ìrlhen such organic wastes are

1g. I,finthrogr t?Total Environmental Managementn,
Futures. Vol. Z (December L)JO), p. 932.
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rereased into a clean body of water, the bacteria in
the water feed on the wastes breaking them down into
inorganic compounds such as nítrogen, phosphorus and

carbon. This process is termed rraerobic degradationrl
and consumes some of t,he oxygen dissolved in water. rf
the amount of organíc wastes becomes excessive, the
water may no longer be able to supply sufficient, oxygen

for this process. Degradation will stil1 occur however.

but will employ oxygen found in substances such as

nitrates and sulfates. As a result, gaseous by-products
are produced, the water takes on a foul odor and looks
black and brrbbly. such foul odors emanating from the
Thames River in 19th Century London, resulted in the
ha1ls of Pariament being hung wíth sheets soaked in
quicklime in an attempt to assuage the odor. when the
stench became too offensive, pariamentary recesses

were caIled.2 Plant nutrients, such as nitrogen and

phosphorus, that, are produced by aerobic degradatíon,
may cause eutrophication.3

Ifhen the levels of oxyg'en dissolved in a bodv

I
Herfindahl and Kneese, Environmental 0uality. p. lo.

,-rbid., p. 11.
3stro".. , p. 22 .
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of water are low human activíties such as boating and

swimming can sti1l be carried on safely. Because the

degradation process lowers the aesthetic quality of a

water body however, people are less likely t,o find these

waters attractive for recreation.

Non-degradable substances placed in the hydro-

sphere include inorganic substances such as inorganic
solid material, ordinary salts and the salts of numerous

heavy metals. In large quant,íties these substances

result in unpleasant taste, as well as corrosion and

hardness in water. Also non-degradabre are synthetic
organic chemícals produced by the modern chemical in-
dustry. These enter water as indust,ry effluent, from

household uses (notably det,ergents) and agricultural
uses. The bacteria in water cannot effectively attack
the complex molecular strucutre of these substances.

As a result, these synthetic chemicals and inorganic
salts of metals are carried long distance in virtually
unchanged form and are taken up into food chains. For

examlrle, mercury from industrial proce,sses in saskatchewan

found its way ifrto Lake ïIinnipeg and became concentrated
in high enough levels in fish to arouse concern as ro
the safet¡r of this fish for human consumption, As a

result, commercial fishing was banned in Lake l,finnipeg,
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thus depriving a number of people, at least temporarily,
of their livliehood.

concentraüions of these chemicals and metals
have seldom reached high enough levels in public water
suppries to present a severe danger to pubric health.
rndeed, the establist¡ment of direct cause-effect re-
lat'ionships between the presence of these substances in
water for human consumption and the health of the general
populat'ion is difficult because the substances enter the
body in a number of complex ways - through water as werl
as through food and aLr. The situation is further com_

pricated since it is thought t,hat the presence of some

of these substances in water may have a beneficial effect
on human health; thus,

ttSeveral invest,ígations have found a negativecomelation between hardness of the dríãkingwater of an area and death rates from de_generaûive cardíovascular diseases, í.e.,soft water was associated with higírer deathrates. These variations are unexptaineaon dietaryr -raciaL or social baseä. Theyhave been observed in Japan, England, SouthAfri_ca, The Canary Islanãs,'Ausðralíá andthe United States. Although t,he correlat,ion
appears to exist, its causatiye factors re_main unexplained'as of 1961.rr1

In the final analysis then, industrial wastes

lC"lifo"nia'ûirater Control(sacramento, California, 1-964),
Kneese, Envíronmental Ouality, -

Board, -lrl?teI Ou+l4ty Criteria,
quoted in Herfindahl and

p. 18.
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discharged into the atmosphere and hydrosphere have

clearly demonstrable effects on the non-human environ-
ment. The human environment is thus affected to the

extent t'hat' it makes use of the non-human environment.

The attractiveness of certain natural areas for re-
creation may be significantly decreased and can range

from t'he prohibition of swimming on one?s favourite
beach to t,he decrease in certain types of wildlife.
Furthermore, those groups such as commercial físhermen

and t,ourist lodge operators, whose livliehood depends

directly on the non-human environment, are adversely
affected, âs are those people who make use of their
product,s and services. Hohrever, direct ef fects on the
health of the general human population are much more

difficult to ascertain, since man is in the posit,ion
of being exposed for prolonged periods to very 1ow

concentrations of these contaminants. The chronic
effects on man of such extended exposure are just not
adequately known.

The lithosphere

Along with the atmosphere and the hydrosphere,

the lit'hosphere is a major recipient of wastes from
human activities. rt is most often solid wastes such as

garbage, tnash and ord automobile bodíes t,hat are disposed
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of on or beneath the earth?s surface, although other

wastes such as highly contaminated liquids or radio-

active matter, may be disposed of in subterranean pits.
Brown estimates t,hat the amount of solid wastes disposed

of per capíta per year in the Uníted States amounts to
almost oretorr.l The areas where the disposal of the

more cofirmon materials occurs, are not only unsightly
and destructive of surrounding property values, but also,

run off from them ruy contaminate ground water supplies.
Also, they provide breeding grounds for vermin. Effects
on the human environment can thus be sienificant.

Many of the materials throvn: a.t¡¡ay can, however

be recycled; the principle of recycling is to regard

the wastes as raw materials to be ut,ilized. Hence the

recycling and re-üsê of these materials t,hrough the

economic production systems of the human environment

can be seen as somewhat analagous to the cycles of
elements such as nitrogen and phosphates in the non-

human environmunb.2 A crude form of recycling is the
sanit'àry land fil-l in which untreated solid wastes

such as garbage and trash are buried daily in layers,

',
-H. Brorarn, ItHuman Materials Production as

in the Bioshperett, Scientific American. Vol.
(September LgTo),'pffi-

2suprê. t p. 2L,

a Process
223 t
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each layer being covered under several inches of com-

pacted, impervious clay. In effect then, wastes are

being used as construction material. In hrinnipeg for
example, the old saskatcheuran Avenue sanitary landfíll
site in the west end of the city has been turned into
a useful park area.

However, as it becomes more difficult to find
disposal locations within an economic hauling distance

of an urban area, there is increasing pressure for more

refined techniques of material recycling. Hence, tech-
niques of metal shredding and compacting have been

developed so that junked cars can be processed into a

form suitable for recycling to the furnaces of steel
manufact,r"."r.t The cycling of wastes in domestic trash
is complicated by economic factors since t,hese wastes

have to be transported to a cycling plant and also

have to be separated into organic wastes, glass, metal

and paper. This is considered an expensive undertakíng
and while some wastes are of high enough value that re-
cycling is profitable for example, scrap aluminum

brings about $zoo per ton - oöher materials such as

scrap newspaper bring only about $5 per þon.2

'l-Brown, ttHuman Materials production as a process inthe Bios¡rherett, p. 208.
2ç. De Bell, the gnyironmental ook, (New york:

Ballantine Books
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In order for recycling to be effective, DeBell

claims that there is a need for legislation which would

require the cost of disposal of a product to be in-
corporated into íts price in t,he form of . t.*.1 In
addition, legislation requiring the use of degradable

or easily recycled containers such as returnable soft
drink bottles is seen as a necessity. fn the final
analysis however, it is peoplest attitudes to a rrthrow

aü¡ay society?r that must be redirected.

Pollution and Second Order Consequences

In sumrnary, the placing of agricultural and

industrial wast'es into the bioshpere has negative
effects on both the human and non-human environments.

The exam¡rles mentioned above, prus a great many others
not discussed, have most often been known by the term
frpollutionrt which Ïrlebsterts. New lrlorld Dictionary has

defined as making unclean, impure or corrupt. This
emotion-laden term has been t,aken up eagerly by many

concerned especially with the state of the non-human

environment. rt is welr to remember however, that such

pollut'ants can in fact, be seen as normal by-products of
man as a natural ecological agent and creative social

ttoto. t p. zLs.
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being. Neit'her man nor any other organism can exíst
without producing wastes; hence man and his wastes are
as much a part of the inclusive environment as are the
microbe and its wastes. Thus t,he problem does not rea1ly
lie in the production of wastes; rather it, lies in their
proper disposition. Hence an increasing emphasis on the
treatment and recycling of wastes, will help to equalize
the rapidly changing forces in t,he human environment
with the more slowly changing forces operating in the non-
human environment. rn other words, t,here is a need for
what ís caIled a ltbalancerl between the human and non-
human environments. irBalancerr however is a static con_

cept which implies the measuring of equal parts of one

static quantity against another fixed amount. tr{e know

t'hat both the human and non-human environments are con-
tinually changing.

Furthermore, the propert,ies of non-human ecosystems -
non-linear -responses to changes, amplification and intensi_
fication'-of processes and as well, diversity and complexityr l
have resul-ted in unintended or second order consequences

of human activities. For example, when the industries
in saskatch'ewan discharged mercury into water connecting

1Supra,, p. 22,
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with Lake ldinnipeg, ít was

knowledge that such action
Manítoba fishermen.

. not done with the express

would cau,se hardship for

Man has allowed these second order consequences

to manifest themselves because technical developments,

part'icularly in their early stages, have tended to be

viewed as answers to an agreed problem and have thus
tended to be judged in terms of their adequacy in
sorving t'hat problem alone. once these developments are
put into operation they are difficult to remove, as

cities that' have attempted to restrict automobile use

can well attest.

Technical advances such as automobiles, pesti-
cides and fertilizers have always been crosely linked
with the notion of progress and indeed they have re-
sulted in numerous benefit,s. Association with progrdss
however, has meant t,hat there have been biases against
attempting to anticipate second order consequences of
these rdr."rr""".1 rt must be remembered though, that
at the outset, such consequences are not always easiry
deduced and in many cases may be little more than matters

'l
-See Appendix D for aorder consequences that, t,hethe inclusive environment.

listing of some
automobile has

of the second
produced in
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of informed speculation. There is also a need to re-
cognize that ethical questions may enter here íf a

proposed development has demonstrable benefits for the

human environment, but second order consequences on the

inclusive environment that are highly uncertain or even

unknown, should such a development be proceeded wit,h?

To solve this dilemma would require the knowledge of a

particular case and hence it cannot be resolved in the

abstract.

ïn the past decade however, there has been a

growing general concern for the consequences of societyst

activities, particularly as they affect t,he non-human

environment. This has be.en popularly expressed as a

concern for t?environmental qualitytt, a term which, as

the Stanford Research Inst,itute states, does not really

referr to a specific probl"*.l It can be seen rather

as a ltproblem classifying concepttr for a group of more

tangih'Le problems, some of which have been discussed above.

Hence the classifying concept is formed by abstract,ing

common characteristics of these more tangifÍLe problems.

fn the case of environmental quality, the problems all

deal with some aspect of the ktuman/non-human environ-

ment relationship and further, revolve around the

assumption that there can occur an ímproüement in that

10.W. Markley, .D.4. Curry and D.L. R.ink, Contemporarl¡
Soqietel Problems. (Menlo Park: The Stanford néseárch
ïnstitue, L97T), p, B-15.
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relationship.

The concern has become so widespread (although
not unanimous) ttrat environmental quarity has emerged

as a socíal and political issue in Nort,h America.

.1'.::_.t_ t:



CHAPTER lV

THE ENVIRONMENT AS A SOCTAL ISSUE

A social issue is seen as a question or situation
that has aroused concern within society and requires social
or public (as opposed to individual) decision and action
for its resolution. rn North America, concern for the
relationshíp between the human and non-human environmencs

has become a social issue and as well a politicar one,

as sho'v'rn by the recent passage of legislation in canada

and the united states on air and water quality, highway

beaut,ification, solid waste management, and the establish-
ment of open space reserves, parks, wildlife and wilderness

1areas. I,{hat then are some of the f actors that have

caused this eonceqn to arise?

Prior to t'he lg60rsrpreoccupation with national
goals of employment, economic growbh and defence in the
context of the cold l,far effectively prevented a wide-
spread concern for issues relating to the human/non-human

environment relationship. rt must be remembered however

that select, groups of the pubric-at-large have always

lU. Beckman, ^tjllgll¿ng and Urban Development; Legis-lat,ive Review - L968-69n, journal ofjhe Amer¿cAn Instituteof Planners" XXXVI, l Sepl,e
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evinced concern not only for the preservation of the

visual beauty of the non-human environme-rt, but also

for its wise human r"..l Furthermore, the public domain

through early concerns for public (o* environmental)

health and conservation, has concerned itself with the

relationship of man to the non-human environment. The

histories of these two movements will be briefly revíewed

in order to illustrate the background of the present con-

cern for the httman/non-human environment relationship.

The Environmental Health Movement

In the first half of t,he 19th Century, biomedical

knowledge was unable to segr.egate unhygenic conditions

of the human abiot,ic environment from the specific
agents of disease. Although the disagreeable filth
and odor rrere not the direct c'auses of the infectious
diseases which corìcerned the public health officers, the

lack of adequate sciences of micro-biology and immunolory

forced these officials to pursue the only course open to

them - the sanitization of the human abiotic environment

1
A partial list of such groups formed in the United

States prLor to the 1960rs is included as Appendix E.

: 1':...:_'.i:.: :
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in municipal areas. The environmental healt,h movement

was thus born in the rapidly growing industrial citíes
of the 19tn. century where offensive and unsanitary
living conditions ï¡ere the 1ot for most h¡orkers.

These conditions were of course not amenable to
the efficiency of workers on the job. Hence, some

benevolent capitalists in Bngland and America who wanted

to be assured of healthy, happy and thereby productive
workers, constructed model villages adjacent to their
factories. The most notable of these villages included
Sir Titus Sa]-tls Sa1taire, built in lg5Z in connection
with his textile milI; Cadburyrs Bournevílle constructed
in 1895 and I,{.H. Leverrs port sunlight founded in 1gg7.
rn the united states, pullman built pullman, rllinois,
south of chicago in 1881. villages such as these Ìrere
so few however, that they contributed little to the
merioration of the overall problem of poor living con-
ditions.

Advancements in biomedical research in the secnnd
half of the Lgth. century made it clear that infectious
diseases ü¡ere línked to specific disease-causing (o"
pathogenic) organisms. Hence, public health officers
began to díscriminate between the agents of t,he disease
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which as practical scientists, they saw as their prime

concern, and the aesthetically noxious conditions whích

courd be classed as irrelevant to public health science.

For example, if public water supplies l'rere free from

parasites or pathogens, they could be pronounced ilpure?r,

disagreeable taste, smeIl or colour lay outside the
professional concern of the public health officer.

By t,he mid 20th Century, infectious diseases such

as yellow fever and malaria that had long preoccupied

pubric health officíaIs in North Ameríca, were being
brought, under control.1 ïn addit,ion, the research con-
ducted in the biomedical sciences and in psycholory and

psychiatry provided evidence that chronic psychosomatic

and mental illnesses were linked to external environmental
conditions possibly unrelated to infectious or toxic
elements. Those ínvolved in environmental health also
began to uncover evidence suggest,ing t,hat t,he ill effects
caused by events such as the ttkiller smogsrr at Donora

Pennsylvania (L948) and London England (tgSZ) could nor

be traced to any single, simple source, but rather resulted
from the increasingly large number of substances discharged

Lt. I,rlilliams, Irpesticides: A Cont,ribution to public
Healthttr A¡,neïicen Journ-al -gf public Healt,h. Vol. 54,(Supplement to
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into the non-human environment by human industrial
processes and technical innovations such as the auto-

Imobile. As McDermott relates, it was difficult to

isolate definite cause-effect relationships;
lrSome authorities suspect that two or more
components may act synergist,ically in the
lung to cause darirage that rnight not result
from exposure to any one of them. So far
however, there is no direct evidence that
continued exposure to urban air can start
the disease . once the process does
get, its start, there is excellent evidence
that smog affect(s) it adversly.tr2

Once again the field of environmental health ex-

tended beyond the bounds of concern for pathogenic

organismsrwith resulting conflicts in t,he profession

itself. One group saw the professionts concern as

being with continued study in biomedical fields of
toxicology (tfre science of poisons), parasitology (tfre
science of parasites) and epidemiology (tfre study of
the causes and controls of epidemics), since they felt
that, t,he improvement of human healt,h would be more

confidently advanced by focusing on specific and known

pathogenic factors, rather than broadening investigation
to include aspects not capable of being subjected to

1^Supra., p. 31
2
\^I. McDermott, ttAir Poll-ut,ion and

Man aÊd !,he Egosphene, (San Francisco;
Co. L97L) , p. LAz.

Public Healthft,
W.H. Freeman and
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rigorous experimental and laboratory control. The other

faction felt t,hat public health science had t,o broaden

its base and concern itself wit,h a nore inclusive notion

of the environment. As Lee commented on the movementts

conflict;
ttThe operational agencies emphasize the
physical and chemical factors in the
environment and the consequences of their
operation. However, physical and chemical
stresses not infrequently result in psycho-
logical manifestations, if only because of
the threat they offer to personal well-being.
The pyschological att,itude of the person,
in turn, may predispose him to exposure to
such agents as well as affect his reaction
to their operatiott.rrl

Thr.rs environmental health science professionals
have been unable to agree unanimously as t,o the dimensions

of t,heir concern for environment. Nevertheless, those

involved in the biomedical aspects have continued with
necessary laboratory studies, while the ot,her group

has merged wíth scient,ists concerned wit,h human/non-

hurnsn environment relationships on a larger and less
scientifically exact sca1e. Bmissions into the biosphere

from human act,ivities have effects on both the human and

I
D. Lee. ttEnvironmental FIealth and

Amelican Jouínal of Public Health, Vol.
Fluman Bcolorytr,
54, (Supplement

J;.: ., -..t.. j.._.i:. : _ :.:':;:':-::ì1
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non-human environments and thus

terests of environmental health

servationists.

serve to link the in-
scientists and con-

The Conservation Movement

The conservation movement in t,he United States

is even more difficult to define operationally than the

environmental health movement since historically, there

have been three interpretations of the term Itconservationtl.

G.R. Ha1l has characterLzed these three different víew-

points by the terms Neo-Malthusian, technican and natura-
11ist.

Neo-Malthusians point to the continually decreasing

doubling times of kruman populations and the rarge amounts

of raw materials being consumed, thus concluding that, the
developed nations will either have to limit population

growth on revise the expectation of contínual increase

in living standards. Thus this group claims that unless

the human environment adjust,s its wants to the capabilities
of the non-human environment, the results will be

1
G. R.. IIa1l,

YaIe Review, LT,
rrConservation as

(March L96z), p.
a Public Policy Goall?,
400-413.
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disastrous. Even though millions of dollars are spent

annually on the search for new deposits of raw materials.
there is no certarrie¡ that sources or substitutes will
continue to be found, claims this group.

Secondly, Hall states t,hat the technican group

is optomistic about íncreasing living standards by im-
proving the efficiency of resource use through the appli-
cation of scient,ific techniques. The technicans answer

the neo-Malthusians by claiming that if more resources
are required to increase living standards, then more

money should be invested in minerals, forests, water
resources and so on. This second group takes the víew
that' a nat'ionts resource base is not a fixed sum, but
is to a large extent determirced by costs and prices which
serve as incentives for people to economize on the use

of scarce resources by adjusting the types of materials
consumed and as well by developing more efficient
methods of resource extraction. For example, the ability
to process low grade ores is expanding ruith the result
that copper ore cont,aining only ,4% copper is being

1processed. This abirity to process 1ow grade materials

'l

_*Bror,rrn, t?Human Materials production as a process inthe Biospherett, p. 208.
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has the advantage that such materials are usually found

in large quantities, unlike high grade ores. However

the processing of lower grade ores requires a large
amount, of energ'y and produces a great deal of waste

material for each pound of metal produced. Oil ex-

ploration on the ocean floor is another example of
employing more sophist,icated technology to extract re-
sources.

The t,hird group of conservationist,s, the natura-
lists, oppose the transformation of raw materiars and

hence see conservation more in the sense of preservation.
The naturalists emphasize the need to change consumer

taste, since in their opinion, present day life places

too high a premium on manufactured commodities and too
low a value on scenery, wilderness, virgin forests
and other non-human phenomena. Aldo Leopold sums up the
approach of the naturalists in the following quotation;

ttThe opportunity to see geese is more
impgrtant, than television and the õãîceto find a pasque-flower is a-right asinalienable as free speeçþ.rrr

The conservation picture is complicated by the

Quoted by B. Roueche, hlhatrs Left-Reports on a
Otryip¿çfti"e Ame" , (Toront@
L966) (underling added)

Co. ,
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fact t'hat these three groups are not mutualry exclusive;
rat'her they overrap to various degrees, dependíng on the
issue at hand. For example, both naturalists and tech-
nicans would be interested in the establishment of a

reforestation program for a burned-out area; their in-
ferest,s would diverge hor,,rever, on the question of what
to do with the new forest. The naturarist wourd want it
to remain in its natural state whereas the technícan
would propose a management program that would be most
effective for producing timber. The contribution of
these groups to environment as a social issue are besu
reviewed by reference to the history of conservation in
the United Stat,es.

The roots of the conservation movement in t,he
united states can be traced back to earry government,
concerns as to how túmber growing rnight be encouraged
and existing timber 'protected. Thus in 1gg1 the American
congress estabrished the Division of Forestr.y-. rn
t'he 1870rs and 18g0rs spokesmen had also advocated the
preservation of some of Americars more scenic natural
areas before they r4rere consumed or transformed in the
process of settlement and industnialization. As a restrlt
in L8fz, yellowstone was set, aside as the first, National
Park to be maintained untouched as a form of natural
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This then was conservation in the naturalist

Idith t'he closing of the American frontier in
the 1890ts, there was increasing concern for the wise

use of forest, areas since changed production conditions
(such as the use of railways in logging - a more

effícíent method ühan using oxen) were thought to
threaten the continued existence of forest areas.

such changing conditions then and t,heir possible un-
desir,abLe effects, provided the major stimulus for
early technician-conservation thought. The pioneers

of this group such as Gifford pinchot and Major John
'tfesley Powell r{ere usually engineers, scíentists or
else had been otherwise technically trained. Hence

they were fascinated by the possibility of increasing
supplies of raw materials by rationalizing production.
Their idea of conservation contrasted sharply to that
of the naturalists, for as Huth said of the technicans,:

ttTheir antagonísm was directed against allvarities of conservation which were notstrictly ut,ilitarian or economic. Con-servation with out the ut,lLization ofnatural resources_ seemed fut,ile to (pinchot)
and his ¡"i.rr¿s. rr1

- 
lu.lluth, Nature and the American. (

universfty oî ;Ïã;:"t""'
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In 1Ç08, President Theodore Roosevelt called
a In¡hite House conference on conservation which marked

the beginning of a concerted national policy of con-

servation as defined by the technicans. The Tennessee

valley Authority (r.v.e. ) created in L)!J, was the first
American effort at planning at the national scale and

also embodied one of the most significant efforts at
technican-conservation. Measures were taken to con-

trol floods in this poverty-stricken area and as welr
to harness t,he Tennessee River in order to generate

porüer. Electrification was only one of the factors
involved in the project; in addition, agriculturar ex-
perts taught farmers proper methods of soil conservation
i-n order to improve production, stop soil erosíon and

avoid loss of topsoíl. The Authority also set up demon-

stration farms to exhibit these techniques. Reforestatíon
once more became possible since watersheds were protected,
floods ÌÀrere avoided and water supply was placed under

control. Also, Federal forest management techniques
served as models for the management of privately owned

forest areas.

By mid 20th. century, the t,echnican-conservationists
had largely abandoned the term lrconservationrr and used

instead the term ?tnatural resources administ,rationri.
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Furthermore, resource economists claímed that tech-

nological advances and the development of substitutes

made it, unlikely that the nation would run out of raw

materials. Hence conservation came to be equated almost

exclusively wit,h the naturalist viewpoint t,hrough aes-

thetic and ecological concerns.

In the 19601s then, the naturalist, conservation

movement continued its t,radit,ion of crusading for the

conservation (i.e. preservation) of the non-human en-

vironment. At this time also, the membership of the

older conservation groups such as the Sierra Club and

the Nat,ional ,{udobon Society increased significant,ly
and in addition, countless neÌr groups were formed.

Many of these new organizatíons were formed in response

to specific loca1 issues. Not surprísingll, much of
this early increased concern by the genenal public focused

on more obvious visual symptons of ttpollutíontt such as

the plethora of billboardsrmount.di;t¡s,d junked cars and

the visual effects of water and air pollution.l This

íncreased public int,erest was attribut,able in part,

claims Caldwell to the ability of Nort,h American society

lp.
Rínehart

B1-ake, GodtÊ Own Junkyard, (New York: Holt.T6Ã-'and 'l,finsbon,
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to move to higher levels of dissatisfaction, because

of the enlargement of popular choice resulting from

increased economic and geographic rnobility.l

However, the increased interest in t,he corì._

servation movement has caused i-t to move into wider so-

cial and political realms. A number of t,he conservation
groups have gone to court representing the conservationist
viewpoint in cases involving the proposed human des-

truction of unique non-human environments. Thus the
proposed jetport in the Florida Everglades rvas opposed

principally by t,he National Audobon society with t,he re-
sult that the project has been abandoned and the search
for a less controversial site begun. That such involve-
ment with controversial issues has resulted in a broad-
ening of the conservationistsr víewpoint is confírmed
by Joseph Sax who claims that,;

trI4le can state a principle which says thatpeoptre cannot embezzle funds from tfreiremployers. I,fe can?t deal with the en_vironment in that r,iray. trtle don r t wantto say for,example, never fill a marsh, cuta tree or dam a river. Ife are always iook_ing for some subt,le balance between industry
and natuf,€: . . Â. between preservation and
develoPmerrt, .ttz

lL.K. Caldwell, Bnvironlße¡lÇ:, A Chal1enee to l4odernSoci-etr¡. (Garden Citi t p . 49 .
2¡. Maín, nconservationists at the BarricadesrlrFortune, LXXXI, (February L}TO), p. 150.
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The naturalist viewpoint of conservation has thus
been considerably altered in attempting to place its
goals withín t'he framework of the incru.sive environment rather

' than simply the non_human environment.

Some Recent Legislation

Some conservation groups in t,he United Stat,es,
such as Friends of the Earth, have deliberåtry given up
their tax-exempt status in order to be able to robby
for new envi-ronmental laws and erect sympathetic
politicians. rn canada, pollution probe has endorsed

r civic candidates, who in the opinion of the organization.:, take an enlightened stand on issues relat,ing to the re_

I Iaôionshí'þ between the human and non-human environments.
l

The Clean üIater Act was passed by the Canadian
Parl-iament in L97o, whíle ín LgTL it, passed the clean Air

' Act. Further, ín L97L a Ministry of the Environment was

, established in the Federal cabinet. rn the united states
the President establíshed a cabinet level Environmental
Quality Council in L97O and as well signed the Nat,ional Bn_

islation is in itself however, no guarantee of effectiveness.
as an examination of N.E.p.A. demonstrates.
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This Act has as its purposes;

rrTo declare a national policy which will
ericourage productive and enjoyable har-
mony between man and his environment; to
promote efforts which will prevent or
eliminàte damage to the environment and
biosphere and st,imulate the health and
welfare of man; to enrich the understanding
of t,he ecological systems and natural re-
sources important to the nation; to est- 1ablish a Council on Environmental Quali¿y.rrr

Under the terms of N.E.P.A. aIl agencies of the
Federal government are required to prepare det,aíIed

statements on legislation or other major action signifi-
cantly affecting the non-human environment. These

rrimpact statementstt are then to be reviewed by the council
for Environmental Quality and in addit,ion are to be made

public in order that corìcerned citizens and groups can

com¡nent on the statement. rt is sígnificant, to note

t'hat the courts have dísallowed one project (a dam, in
Arkansas) on t,he basis of the contents of its impact

statement. rn t'he case of the Environmental Defence

Fund vs. Corps of Engineers, t,he Court found the Corpsr

planning deficient because of its failure to utilize a

systematíc, int,erdísciplinary approach which ü¡ourd ensure

the integrated use of the natural and sociar sciences

1*4. Satterwaite,
More than a Ritualtt.
Society of Planning'

ttEnvironmental Review - How can it be
Plannins 1071, (Chicago: American

Officials), p. 97.
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and the environmental design arts in the planning of
the dam. such cases are not likely to be frequent under
this legislation however, since each Federal agency it-
self determines which of its projects it sees as havíng
significant environmental impact. Thus, unless a pro-
posed action has already aroused consíderable publíc
controversy, an impact statement is not likely to be

filed.

The Human/Non-Human Conflict
Although ít is clear that, much of the growing

interest in the consequences of societyrs act,ívities
on the non-human environment is based on sound ecological
principles, it must, be rem.ernbered that this issue has

by no means been unanimously accepted as one of high
'l

priority.- Robert \nlood has charged that this increased
interest has overshadowed, and in effect pre-empted,

earlier concern for the problems of the human environment
of urban .*".".2 He refers specifically to the unmet

objectives of housing production which ürere fírst for-
mulated as a result of the trcrisis of the cit,yrr emanating

from the L967 Ðetriot and Newark riots. lrrood concrudes

Ia. Etzíoni, rrThe I,ürong Top Prio-.ityn Science. Vol.168 (tu.y 22, i-gTo), p. gZL.
2n. Itlood, rrHousíng and Environmental Bscapismrr

Jgur+al of- lbe Americaã rnstitute of planners- xxxvr
r
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that the American government has had a

dency to replace object,ives rather than

disturbing ten-
to fulfill them.

Such a point of view is significant since it
serves to remind us again that operationaLly, planners
must' víew the environment inclusively rather than in
terms of a Ltuman/non-human dichotomy.

The mounting number of litigations, federal in-
vestigations and demonstrations by activists against
proposed urban projects in the form of power plants,
jetports, housíng programs, harbour developmentq and
freeway construction are posing significant difficulties
f or rn¿r¡y large urban areas. As one example, The prort
of New York Authority has, over the past decade, cor-
sidered more than 20 technically feasible sites for a

new jetport to augment the increasingly overroaded
facilities at J.F.K. rnternational on the shores of

1
Jamåtca Bay.t None of the sites gained political ap_
proval; as well, public sophistication in mobir Lzíng
community and political groups has þrown in direct pro-
portion to emerging public interest in the human/non
human environment relationship. The Authority v¡as thus

10'c' McGrath lr., nJamaica Bay and Kennedy Airportrr,
, Íxxvti,

S. Ebbin, rrThe Jamaica^Bay Studyrr, The Futurist,Vl, (February LgTZ), pp. zi_zg,
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forced to consider the alternative of extending run-
hrays into Jamaica Bay, which is designated as parkland,
contains a wildlife sanctuary and is also a signifícant
breeding ground for fish life and crustacea. rn addítion,
the portions of New york city bordering on the Bay are
grossly undersupplied with recreation facilities, a

situation which could be aided by the recreational use

of at least a portion of the Bay. Residents in the
vicinit'y of the airport would be exposed to higher noise
levels if the present facility vrere to be increased in
size.

However, on the basis of the reconmendations of
an independent, interdisciplinary st,udy of this sítuation
carried out for the port of New york by the National
Academy of sciences in lgTo-7L, the Authority decided
not to seek permission to extend the airport into Jamaica

Bay. Hence, although the non-human environment will
not be disrupted more than at present, the problem of aír
traffic congestion and it,s second order consequences on

the human environment is still unresolved.

Vrlhile such an outcome may ultimately prove
beneficial because it, results in,critical re-examínation
of the effects of human activities on the non-human

environment and hence in turn, on man, there is a 1ag
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time during r,¡hich those most needing added facilities
are those most adversly af fected. 'ttlhat, occurs then is
a conscious change in one part of a system (a city de-

cides not to increase the size of its airport) without
mutually accomodating changes in other parts of a system

(tfre city still requires a larger airport in order to
maintain its competitive position v,-ith other cities).

In any such conflict between the . human and non-

human environments the benefits and costs are inequitibly
distribut,ed. Those groups calling for the saving of
wildlife areas from human encroachment can be seen acting
in part as advocates for the equal right of wildlífe in
the non-human environment to exíst. These groups also

clatm that their actions are a necessary first st,ep in
slowing down or re-directing economic growbh and its
undesirable consequences on the non-human environment.

The situation is complícated however, by the fact
that through preservatíon, many of these groups deríve

dírect benefits for the pursuit of t,heir own acit,ivities
for example the study and appreciation of wildlife in
undisturbed settings or the sailing of yachts on prist,ine

waters. Those groups t,hat, do not have such interests
or assets, do not directly benefit, from preservation nor

from any slowdown in economic growth. Indeed they may
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suffer tangibly as a result of it. Anthony crosrand,
British Labour M.P., has stated in reply to suggestions

that economic growbh be halt,ed because of effects on the
non-human environment ;

?rMy working class constituents have their
ohrn version of the environment which isequally valid and calls for economic growbh..
:.. They want carsr... and they want packagetour holidays... even if this mèans more noiseof night_ flights and eating fish and chips onpreviously secluded bea"ches _ why should t,heytoo not enjoy the s¿nartl

In t,he final analysis then, it may u1t,ímat,e1y

be beneficial to delay or even to ca*eel the development
of certain facilities in the huqnn abiotic environment
in an at,tempt to re-order societal priorities and

ostensibly to give non-human species the right, to exi-st.
Horùever, this action cannot easily be reconcíled with
the fact that its tangible, short-term benefits are
often of the type that accrue only to a minority of
the population with the interest, money or leisure tíme
to enjoy them.

The Human/Non-Human Relat,ionship as a Meta situation
This review of some of the aspects of the rtuman/

14. Friendlyr-rrcrosland Blasts Environmental Hypocrisyrr,The '[üinnipes' Free press, ( January 25, L}TL) , p. !L." '
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non-human environment relatíonship, while it has not
been intended as exhaust,ive, has given some indicat,ion
as to what is involved in t,hinking holistically about

the inclusive environment.l It has been shov¡n t,hat

except in restricted circumstances, there is no rrsolu'bion?r

in a finit,e sense to problems emanating from this re-
lationship. Generally, it was found tha.t conflicts occured

at t'he interface between the human and non-human environ-
ments and t'hat attempts to respond to these conflicts
resulted in friction within t,he human environment because

these responses did not affect all groups in societ,y in
the same manner.

The human/non-human environment relatj-onship can

thus be seen as composed of a group'of complex, multi-
dimensional problems. chevalier has called these ilrnef,,¿-

problemstt and has defined them as problems that affect
a large number of groups and individuals with varíed
and conflicting interests, so that they encompass multiple
and conflicting ends and essentially imrneasurable con-

nections between ends and means.2 Furthermore. these

Ith. human/rlon-human environment relatíonship isfurther complexified if individual, as welr as soäietal
responses are studied. fn this regard see;

H. Proshansky, I4I. Ittelson and L. Rivlin (Eds. ),onmental Psychology, Man and His phvsical Settii
New York: Holt, Rinehart and lrlinston) LWO

q
"M. chevalier, A stratee.v of rnterest Based plannins

PhD. Disserbation, (University of pennsylvania, 196g)
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meta-problems affect, directly or índirectly, every

part of t,he toËal society yet are not t,he primary in-
terest or responsibíIit,y of any one major organízation

in society. Hence, pollution, problems of conservation

vs. development and others, are all meta-problems com-

posed of numerous sub-problems. In addition, these

meta-problems themselves are not mutually exclusive
but interact with each other in complex ways, resurting
in what can be termed a ?tmeta-situation.?t

Such complexíty makes it evident that while

Geddest ideal of seeing a situation as a whole can be

discussed within the bounds of a thesis, ít cannot be

so easily applied, in an operational sense by the
planner. In other words, with a meta-situation such

as the human/non-human envíronment relationship, ít is
not easy to make the transition from the ttin-worldlt to
the ??out-world?l without in the process, losing much of
the complexity. However, we have seen some of ûhe

penarties to be incurred for taking too-narrovr view of
this complex situation. What approach then can the
planning profession take so as to retain at least a

measure of t'his complexity while at the same time. re-
maining operationally useful?

l^/supra. t P. o



CHAPTER V

DEALTNG WTTH THE TNCLUSTVE EN\TIRONMENT

'[,{e have seen that historically, city planning
did not, often consider the effects that developments

in the human environment wourd have on the non-human

environment. This occured because such a consideration
was not one of the goals towards which t,he planníng
process was oriented. subsequent discussion showed

however that' for various reasons, concern for these
effects has become a goal of society in general and

as such, is gradually being incorporated into appli-
cations of the planning process. As a result then,
the planning process, more so than ever, involves not
just the planner, but a great many specialists.

The planning professionls contributíons to t,he

human environment have taken place chiefly (although
not exclusively) ir, the program formulation stage of
the planning process. Here, plans of the human abiotic
environment, comprehensive and otherwise, have been

produced and have been the vehicles by which specific
objectives have been carried out.
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ïn dealing with the more comprex relationship
between the human and non-human environments, t,he planning
profession continues to play a significant role in the
program formulation (o* design) aspects of the pranning
process, as the work of McHarg and st,einitz demonstrates.l
The profession can however play an increased rore in the
planning process by aidíng in t,he formuration of goals
and objectives.

In our society the major decisions to be made

within these stages of t,he planning process are policy
decisions, and as such, are made ín the polit,ical arena.
Nevertheless, planners, who do not normally make cofi_
mittments to policy, can aid in making of such committments
by providing the decision-maker with a synopsized view
of a particular situation as it has been surveyed and
analyzed by specialists.2

Goals and Objectives

ff the planning profession is to aid in t,he
formulat.ion of rrgoalsrr and rrobjectives, rr there must
first of all be an agreement as to what these terms mean.

lr.ro*.. 
, p. Lg,

- 
2s.", J. Friedmann, rrplanning as a vocationr: (part z)Pf.an. Vol. 7 . , No., 1. îgOO. pp . ã_t6 .-
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Goals are seen essent,ially as long term directives
rather than as end states to be achieved at some future
time. As Robert young states:

?1. . . . . a goal is an ideal and shorrld be ex-pressed ín abstract terms; it is a valueto- be sought after, not aÁ object to beachieved, rt

An objective on the other hand claims young is rr... €x_
plicit, attainable and measurable. rrl

The goaL of rri-mprovement, in the human/non-human
environment relationshiprr is thus broad but vague. Ilence
it receives a high degree of consensus since the notion
it embodies is so flexible that each group or indivídual
can read hís or',n meaning ínto ít. As new insights are
gained through feedback and the input, of new information
over time, t'he goal itself takes on emergent properties;
its scope and inter-relatedness with other aspects of
life increase. Hence society will never n¡s¿sþn in a

finite senge, a goal of rrimprovment in the human/non-
human environment relationship. rr

policy makers do require hortrever, an indication
of the dírectinn in which events in the real world are
moving relative to the goal. To achieve this, a goal

lR.C. Youngr -nGoals and Goal Settingrrr- Journal ofthe-åIerican Jrs'ûirute or pranners, iiirï, (*ñãTgãzj,
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must be broken down into constituent elements that can

be evaluated, preferably in a quantitative fashion. The

quantitative indicators developed can then be employed

in the formulation of attainable objectives. Thus a

single indicator can be used to assess the degree to
which a particular objective has been attainedr whíI e
t'he aggregate of indicators can give an idea of t,he real
world situation in relation to the go.1.1

The Use of Indicators

The need for an indicator approach in dealing
with the inclusive environment has been stated bv
T,{inthrop in the following way;

n....íf co-ordinated planning is to be said....to have resulted ín an improlement of thequality of the environment, then we shall haveto deverop a new set of soãial indicators-uniquely adapted to ecological objectiv"Á'i'the widest sense of the tõrm. These índicaforswill have to provide firm evidence of the factthat totar environmental management has re-sulted in.improving specified aspects of ourtot,al environment. . . . .n2

The advantages and disadvantages involved in the
use of indicators can be understood more crearly by ex-
amining the recent evolutíon and application of soci-al

'l

^ _ 
-see ,{ppendix F for a diagrammatic representationof the relation between goals, objectives, - indicatorÀand Çhe real world.

'H. xfinthrop, 
_ 
rrrotal Bnvironment,al Managementr?, FuturesVol. 2 (December-LÇlO), p. 337,
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indicators.

Social Indicators

Social indicators are made up of stati_stics,
statist,ical series and all other forms of evidence

t,hat, permit an assessment of present posit,ion and

future direction. rn addition, they can be used to ev-

atuate specific programs and determine t,heir ímpact.

A'lthough precise definit,ions of indicators have not

been formulated, the following are offered as a be-

ginning;

ttA social indicator is a statist,ic ofdirect normative interest which facilitates
concise, comprehensive and balanced judge_
ments about, phe condition of major aspeõts
of societY. ttr

ttSocial indicators are quantitative mea_
sures of social conditions designed to
guíde choices at several levels of decision_
makingrr ' 2

Even though indicators are quantitative measures,

not all statistics are indicators. rndicators are time

1-U: S. Department of }trealth, Educat,ion and lrrelf arequotdd in D. Þ1"s"." and R. Feiá, rrAn Evaluation of "'
social rndicatorsll, Journal of_the Arnerican Tnst,itute of
Plannet , XXXVTITT' (

,oT. V. Sawhill, quoted in L[!5!. t p. 43.
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series that allow comparison and permit the ident,ifí-
cation of trends. Thus they can be used to monitor
change over time. rndicators then, are fundamentally
different from standards and criteria, because while
the former are observations on the present (and some-

times past) state of the real world, the ratter are
variables or constants depicting desirability.

A.s with economic indícators, a number of social
i-ndícators could be arrayed together to produce a r?social

accountt alt'horyþ some writers disagree with this term
because it, suggests precision and book-keeping methods

which are misleading when used with the adjective ,social*.
The term ttsocial mappingr has been suggested as an a1-
ternative.l rt must be cautioned here that the distinction
between ?reconomíc?r and rsocíarrr - whire having many uses _

cannot be carried to extremes. Although economic ínfor-
mation deals with nothing completely, it tends to touch
everyt'hing, often significantry, since there are few
social ends to whích scarce economic resources do not
need to be allocated. Thus, while the term rrsocial
indicat,orstf is usualry used in t,he residual sen,se of
rrnon-economic indicatorsrr: the distinction is not alwavs

1tr. Galnoor.
Annals, Vol. 3%;

l?Social fnformation for lr¡hat?n, The(January L}TL), p. 4,
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that clear-cut.1 Td"^LLy7,'1n. at,tempt is to integrate
social and economic considerations at a higher 1evel of
abstract'ion, rather than forcing one kind into the mold

of the other. such a view then, follows directly from

the earlier notion t,hat, the environment must be under-
stood holistically. Nevertheless, social indicators
can fill informational gaps in the knowledge of the
Itnon-economicll aspects of society.

Modern nations such as the unit,ed states main-
tain elaborate machinery for measuring economic per-
formance; the Presidentrs Annual Economíc,'Report, along
wíth t'he accompanyíng reports of the presídentrs council
of Economic Advisors, have become important institutions.
ïn addition, the councilrs monthly Economic rpdicators,
published by the Joint Economic committee of congress,
provides a carefully organized set of 3T charts and

tables that aids private and public decisinn-making, even

by t'hose who disagree with specific presidential pro-
posals. undoubtedly such measures are essential to the
health and control of the economy. However, there has

been a dearth of such measures or comparabre social
indicators to galge the quality of these economic

phenomena.

llrrdeed, the opposite of lrsocialr?
it, is ttindívidualrr. is not lreconomícrr.
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ConsequentLy, ín L)62, Raymond Bauer of the
Harvard Business school posed the question rríf we

have highly organized economic indi-cators, why canrt,
n'¡e set up a syst'em of social indicators as werl?rr As
a result of this questioning, plus a cal-l- from the
Presidentts Science Advisory Commit,tee for the collection
of basic behavioural data that wourd be comparable,
systematic and period:icatT.)r gathered, a book entitred
social rndicators was published ín 1966 wít,h Bauer as
editor' The volume was sponsored by the Natíonar-
Aeronautics and space Administration as part of an
effort to appraise the impact of outer space explor_
ati-on on '{merican society. However, it, focused more
widely on the nature of t,he indicators now employed
and the need for new ones.

Hence early concern for the formulation of social
indicators was centered mainly in the unit,ed states. An
operational need for such indicators was first voiced
when the unit'ed states Bureau of the Budge introduced
the Planning-programming_Budgetting System (p.p. B.S. )
and found that the weakest links in t,he benefit-output_
cost analyses were the lack of systematic, comparable
and periodically gathered social data. As a result, in
L966, the task of collect,ing rrtrans economic?r data was
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given to the Department of }trealth, Education and

Welf are (U. e.I,tI. ) . Under this program H. E.l^r. substant_

ial1y improved its monthly H.B.w. rndicators (similar
in format to the Economic rn¿icators) and as we1l, its
H. E,I4I. Trends.

Early in LÇ6), H.E.I,rI. issued a document entitted
r?Toward a social Reporf,,rr which contained information on

health and il-lness, social nobility, the human abiot,ic
environment, income and poverty, puhric order and safety,
learning, science and art, and participation and alien-
ation. More recently, a National Goals Research staff
was est,ablished in t,he I,rlhit,e House to prepare an annual
social report and to set social goars and indicators for
LgTe and 2000. rts finished report entitled, Toward

deliberat,ly
avoided choosing goals and instead set forth a number of
alternative options that the American people might select.

The awareness of t,he need

has now spread beyond t,he United

the 0.8.C.D. has start,ed research

changes in the national rrlevel of

for social indicators
States. Thus in Europe,

on the measurement of
living. rr1 Related work

lrrA N.r system of
No. 44 (February L}TO),

Natinnal Accorrntn¡
pp. 27-3L.

0.E.C.D. Observer,
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is also being done in England and Austria.

On a global scale, the United Nations has

attempted to sum up t,he major trends in social con_
ditions and social programs in íts @
I'{orld socigl situation. unfortunately, this report is
unduly confined to the standard of 1ivíng concepcs
developed a decade earlier. rrsocialrr is used to refer
to certain minimum welfare concepts (." in the pharse
rlsocial hrorkerll) rather than to major aspects of society.
of öourse it must be remembered that if a single country
such as the united st,ates finds diffi-culty in collecting
social indicat,or information, the problems are going
to be murtiplied manyfold for an international agency.

Two Víewpoints on Indicator Use

Among those groups interested in the development
of social índicators, a basic underlying disput,e corlcerns
the necessit,y for immediate action in the environment
versus the necessity for scient,ific validity, Thosein-
clined to the latter view are liable to be research-
oriented scíent,ists who claím that rigorous theory
construction and scientific hypothesis test,ing must pre_
cede real-time appli-cation of indicators (i.e. a deductive
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approach). Those taking an action view are more

heuristíc1 in approach, claiming that;
ttRather than do nothing, it, is preferable
to start out with bad data, warn everyone
about the defects and limitations and aim
at t gradual improvement t,hrough ¿ss t tt .2

Because implementation is an integral part of
the planning process and because the inherent comprexity

of the inclusive environment demands an heuristic app-

roach, the action view towards the development of in-
di-cators is most favoured by the planning profession.
This is not to intimate however, t,hat the action and

scient,ific points of view are mutually exclusive; in
reality they are mutually dependent. planning inclines
to the action view while at the same time attempting
to employ insights gained by the deductive approach.

In addition another major concern of all groups

involved in the development and use of social indicators
is t,he problem surrounding the quant,ification of in-
dicator concepts. gUantificat,ion ís rea1ly t,he major

lrrHeu"istictt is defined here as: rrServíng to guide,
íriscover or reveal; specif; valuable for stimulatiñg orconducting empirical research but unproved or incapãble
of Proof-tt

From: Itlebsterts Third rnternational Dictionarv.
2R. Bauer, quoted in Plessas and Fein, ?rlqrl Evaluation

of Social Indicatorstt, p. 44.
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ttselling point,tt of indicators, since jurisdic tions
at any leve1 rarely become concerned with situations
until they have learned to measure them.

The Problem of Ouantification
Although the trend has been lessening somewhat,

t'he notion certainly has been harboured that, t,hings which
can be easily counted are somehow more imtrrortant, than
t'hings that have not been counted. This is reflected
for example, in an economic indicator which has been

claimed by some to give a measure of societal well-
being, namely the Gross Natíonal product (C.m.p.).
Although it measures the quantity of output in money,

it tells nothing of the quality of goods and services
produced. Hence, it increases with increases in de-

lays, wastes, unRecesary repairs and redundant and

short,-líved products . In addit,ion, the G, N. p . does

not account for the sit,uations mentioned earlier
where the same activity may have widely diverging effects
on different groups of people; nor does it account for
any adverse effects on the non-human environment.

The trsôlutíonn here is not one of doing away

with the G.N.P. and related figures, but raûher of
developing measures to complement them, measures which
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lrrill take into account factors glossed over by
lreconomic?? indicators. The inclusion of such ,social,,
content is probably best achieved by numerícal indices.
This may appear paradoxical, since ?rsocialr? aspects
are usually thought of as being r?sof.bÎ1 and hence ,some_

how more humane than numbers. Hohrever, the great
volumes of information required to produce soejjal in_
dicators and to relate them to other aspects of societv
calls for selectivity, rapidity, condensation and
generalizat,ion of knowledge, qualities which are for
the present at least, best attained by numericar means.

In t,he short term it is certainly easier to
develop numerical techniques for some types of data
than for others, particularly when it is remembered that,
indicators such as the G.N.p. were developed to measure
large quantities of like or símilar uníts, whereas social
indicators att'empt to measure more complex phenomena.
Nevertheless, it is felt generally that the difficultv
found in quantifying certain data does not arise from
anyt'hing intrinsic to the phenomenon in question, but
rather stems from the state of development of our ways
of making and expressing observations of it.1

lp. Bauer.
Press, Lg66), i.

Sggial Indicators, (Cambridge: The M.I.T.L34.
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Indicators and the Human Environment An Example

By means of social indicators, J,O. trtlilson has

attempted to determine the quality of life on the state
'l

level. - Ilowever., Lfilson did not consíder the inclusive
environment but dealt only with the human environment.

Further, because the purpose of the study was only to
develop indicators, no attempt was made to employ these

indicators in the formulation of attainable objectives.

l,filson employed what are knov¡n as ttsurrogate

indicatorstt, so called because they can be formulated

from existing statist,ical series such as the. information

contained in censuses. Because of present diffículties
in directly measuring aspects of ttqualitytt, t,he use of
these indicators is a useful first step. Hence, well-
known and rudimentary statistícal techniques of cross

tabulation, covariance and regression analysis can be

brought into play so that the st,at,istical information

implicit in present data collection systems is made to

yield something closer to a realistic estimate of the
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sit'uation than can be had from a mere congeries of
facts. such work however, must be subjected to t,he

caution that if t,he basic figures are known to be un-
re1iab1e, then the application of stat,istical pro-
cedures may leave the unwitting impression of precision
and reliability, unless conscious steps are taken to
delineate weaknesses in the data.

lfilson employed t,he presidentrs Commission on

National Goals - 1960 in order to delineate areas for
measurement. The nine areas for whi-ch he developed
social indicators included;

1. $diviauat Status: enhancing personal
@g maxium dãvälopmentof capabilities, and widening thðopportunitíes of individual õhoice.

2. Indiyid+?l Equality: Eliminating dis_crimination on tEasis of race.

3 . Stgte aqd !oc?l Gçrveqnment,: Developing aninformed and-invd1ffimzenry, i*p"ãvi"sthe quality_of, public administ"âtion, -i;_-
creasing collaboration and the shariíg ofpor,rrer among all levels of government, andimproving the professionalfsm of 

"CÀå"-f"e_islatures.

4. Educ?tion: Improving the quantity andquality of education.

5. Ecgnomj-c, ÇTowtþ: Tncreasing both the quality
?rrd quantity of growth, inõIuding 

"apit.Iinvestment in the public sector, "impi"o,.iãg
the standard of 1iving, and proíidiäg e¿ulcation for a more capable anã flexible workforce.

' '1.1.: :.': :. : :. ',.: :
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6, Tçqhnological Change: Increasing the
effort in research ãnd the availabiLity
of manpower and facílities to maint,ain
economic growbh and improve living con-
ditions.

7,  griculture: Improving the quality of life
in t,he agricultural sector.

8. Living Conditions: Alleviating general
poverty and the decayed conditíons of t,he
citíes.

9. Hqalth and I,rlelfare: Improving the levels
of welfare assistance. vocational re-
habilítíon, and provision of medical ser-
vÍces in bot,h the public and private
sectors of the economy.

ïn this first stage then, I¡rlilson gave broad

definit,ions to each of the nine goals or grand ab-

stractions; these definítions were then broken down

into constituent elements that could be evaluated

st,atist,ically. For example, he ae,sumed r?líving con-

ditionstt to be measured by the following;

A. Remedy Slum and Poverty Condition
t,otal state technical assistance expen_diture per poor person
economic opportunity assistance expen-
di-ture per poor person
percent of families with incomes under
$ Sooo

- percent of sound housing units w:ith
p-Lrmrbing f aci1ities

B. Reverse the Process of Decay ín Larger Cities
- per capita general expenditure of state

and 1oca1 governments for housing and
urban renewal

- weight,ed index of crime rates
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C. Relieve Need for Low fncome and MinorityGroups to Concentrate in Central Cit,ies"- weighted index of median family-in_
come in cent,ral cities as a percent ofS.M.S.A. median family income

D. Expand parks and Recreatíon as Necessary toMeet Demand

once these st,atistics n'rere collected they had to be

weighted - that ís, how much weight, shourd be gíven to
tt% on famil ies wit,h incomes under $3oO0rrvsrsus ,% of
sound housing units with plumbing facilitiesrr? rn
this study, wilson used a statistical technique known
as factor analysis in order to determine weights, which
,'rere then aggregated to produce a score for each of the
nine indícator areas. Each statels result for each of
the nine índicators was then ranked from 1_50.

Thus trfilson has shown how a social indicator
approach can be employed to measure the extent to which
some goal 0f general interest has been achieved. How_

ever, the nature of the available data forced ,i,filson

to assume t'hat the quality of life was hornogeneous

throughout a particular state, even though in reality,
conditions would vary greatly within it. Sj-milar
generalizations would be foraed however even if working
on a regional or city leve1. and hence these generalizations
can be viewed as both liberating and inhibit,ing fact,ors
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of quantj-fication.

The factors constituting the quality of life
in this study were linited by the nature of the initial
goals, for as hrilson said;

Itl{e do not intend to suggest that thesegoals represent the ultimate set of nor_mative variables by which to assess theexisting qu_ality of life, but they dorepresent the latest consensus of anvtype on a definitivç set of goals e"i tt"nation as a whole. rrr

rt is sígnificanr& to note that these goals r4,ere being
developed by the presidentrs Commission at a time
(actually the late 1Çg0rs) just prior to the growing
concern for the state of the :'uman/non-human environ-
ment relationship2. Ïtrence improvement of this relat,ion_
ship was not seen by the Commission as a goal of
national importance, and consequently is not refrected
in lfilsonrs study.

To aid ín the formulation of goals and objectives,
indícators developed by l,rlilson would have to explain
causal relationship existing between an indicator
specific public policy programs. This however is

lrbid., p. 6.
2Supra., Chapter fV.

the

the

and
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a formidable problem which has not yet been solved
since t'he techniques applied in studies such as this
have no underlying theory of causal relationships,
nor is there the existence of a generally accepted
weighting system. This is in contrast to economic

indicators which, for better or for hrorse, at reast
have t,he Keynesian model and market-determined prices
as underlying ingredients in both their formulation
and causality analysis. Economic indicators also have

a single basis, money, for comparability. other social
scíer¡ces engaged in t,he development of sociar indi-
cators have no such single basis.

fndicators and the Non-Human Envir.onrnent.

In any at,tempt to apply indicators to the in_
crusive environment there is a need to measure not
only the human environment, but also the non-human

environment. However, the complex manner in which

the non-human environment reacts to human intervention.
makes t,he development of indicators for this environ-
ment a difficult task.l Furthermore, the atmosphere,
hydrosphe'e and lithosphere are expected by society to

1
Ðupra.r pp. 24-39.
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yield a vêriety of human uses and satisfactions.
l¡Iater in a lake for exampre, may be used for navigation,
for industrial purposes and as well for recreation. Each

of these uses requires different standards and hence it
is not possible to judge water (o" air and land) quality
without reference to a specific human use. There are

in addition, regional and temporar variatisrs in t,he

non-human environment which mitigate against the develop-
ment of general indicators, even for the same human

use. ,{s J. L. Fisher states in regard to the use of
indícators in t,he non-human environment i

rr.....indicators with respect to thequality of t,he natural environment aredifficult to conceive and more difficultto work with. Surprisingly little of arigorous and analytical õharacter has been
dgng. tlJ-

Indicators and t,he Inclusive Environment

Idhile indicators have been developed for
assessing the condition of the human environment,

the rlstate of t,he art?t is sti1l in it,s nascent stages.
This is even more so with regard to the use of indicators
in the assessment of the non-human environment. Further-

1
J. L. Fisher, .ttTh. Natural Environmentn, in B.M.Gross (editor), Sgôi=al lnlerfieggge_eor lu[eriäai; Futrr..(Boston: Allyn a 4ô0.
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more, t,echniques for employing indicators in the
formulation of goals and objectives, wíthin the frame-
work of the inclusive environment, is a subject hardly
yet broached. Irlhile the thesis has hopefully made

clear the need for such techniques, thei-r further
development and applicat,ion 1ie beyond the bounds of
the present, thesis.

In vj_ew howeveçrof the continuing nature of
this subject, it would be misleading t,o conclude in
the tradit'ional manner of summing up the major points
made in the thes¡iÊ. To do so would give an unhrarranted
finiteness to the work. rnstead, we will conclude with
a brief description of one attempt to apply indicators
within the framework of the inclusive environment, an

endeavor with which the author has had limit,ed personal
experience.

Habit,ability in t,he Boreal Zone of Ganada

The united Nations has identified as a priority
area for research, the development of.

ttenvironmental mciogconomic indicators tomeasure the condition of human settl_ements
and to identify:. over time, trends in. theirdevelopment....ttr

lurrit,"d Nations conference on the Human Envíronment,Planning and Management of }truman settlements for Bnviron.-mental Qualityr?, Document A/CONF. 4g/6, p. 30.
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At the Department of Cíty planning, University
of Manitoba, Dr. J. B. page, S.J., (now of the Faculty
of Environmental studies, york university, Toronto) and
Professor M. carvalho, are currentry working on â re-
search project entit,led rrHabitability in the Boreal
Zone of Canada.?r This project is being carried out
under t'he auspices of the canada council and the center
for settlement st,udies at the universíty of Manitoba.

fn this study, rrHabitabilit,yrr is taken to mean
trro be able to be inhabited continuously by humans with
relative ease'?1 Habitability then, is a continuim, made
up of a combi-nation of human and non-human components.
stat'ed in the terminiol0gy empl0yed ín this thesis,
the governing hypothesis of the carvalho /vage study is
t'hat habitability is a combination of elements in the non_
human environment, the human abiotic environment and the
human biotic environment, in space-t,ime dimensions. The
more favourable the non-human environrnent, the less the
continuous input needed from the human environment in
orde to make a settlement habít,able. The type and
amount of human abiotic environment (or technology)
required depends on the quality of the non-human environ_
ment. As well it is dependent on the culture of the
population group (an element of the human biotíc envíron_
ment) attempting to establish an habitable settlement.
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rn summary the relationships can be expressed
in t,he following manner;

Eh : (E¿ . Er, * Ed ur)
where

Eh = a habitable environment

Ed = lff"i:uff ""-lå;""iffff3"ii"ti:..3f,13fi",_
under consideration (t,hat, is, one elementof the human biotic environmónt).

E : the natural environment (tfrat isrthe non_n human environm";¿il----- \

Er : 
tif;"i"ïî'f;""ilJï"i;1:Ëi:"å,;ïH;åi;î:

Although the habitability study ís more concerned
wit'h the Itfittt between the human and non-human environ-
ments than with the development of ?rcomrnunityrr as such.
it ís nevert,heless realized that wit,hout this ?rfi.brr,

the trcommunitytr wí1l suffer because opportunities for
human enrichment, will have been signifícantry lessened.

In t,he Carvalho/fage study, the measurement

of habitability is l-'iriri-,ted to t,hose settlements est-
ablished in the tsoreal zone by Non-Native peoples.

The basic study unit employed was a human settrement
with 50 or more people at the centre of an area described
by a 1.5 mile radius; a settlement of 500 or more Ì\¡as

termed lturbantt. originaLLy, all set,t,lements of 50
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people or more in the Boreal Zone were to be included
in the ini-tia1 testing. Ho,etrever, difficulties in data
acquisition have resulted in the initiar testing of
t'he hypothesis in an area at the edge of the Boreal
Zone in south eastern Manitoba t ãfr area for which data
(as well as the settlements themselves) are more
accessible.

fn order that the study be as objective as
possible, on,y those dat,a suseptible to real measure-
ment .h¡ere used; in short the application of a social
indicator approach. Sínilar1y to lfilsonrs studvl
a number of variables r^rere empl0yed to obtain a single
var'ate which would serve as a measure of one aspect
of the environment. rn aLL, 39 varíates ï¡ere used; g

dealt with the non-human environment; 16 related
to the human abiotic environment and 14 were concerned
with the human biotic envíronment. Experts in each
field were consulted to ascertaín whether or not the
measures developed actually did give a reliable in_
dication of the vari-ateis contributíon to habi.tabílity.
A computer program rras then selected to calculate the
príncipal components for all three sets of variates and
for each of t,he sets.

1ù̂upra., p. ö3.
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The next phase of t,he research will involve
determining the meaning of the principal components

calculated in t,he first phase of t,he research. This

will be accomplished by examining each settlement in
the light of t,hese príncipal components. The results
from this work will then have to be applied to two

more test areas before any tent,ative generalizations
can be att,empt,ed. If the results are favourable, it
is hoped that with these generalizations ít will be

possibre to set out predietive statements about the
level of habit,abilíty that can be achieved in a

particular settlement given a deli-berately assigned

amount of each sub-environment input into the settlement.
At' t'hís stage then, use of the habitability modelmay

make possible, policy formulation on a more holistic
basis than has heretofore been accomplished.

In the final analysis then, this continuing
work on habit,ability is part of a growing effort to gain
a deeper insight into the complexity of the inclusive
environment, particularly int,o t,he reration between ics
human and non-human components, Hopefully this research
as well as a great dear of other work not reviewed here,

will move society towards ?tthe adoption of a compr.ehensive



o't

environmental a"""fop*!_approach to policy-making

and implementation in the field of human settlements;rr.1

lurrit.d Nations conference on the Human Environment.
Planning and Management of Human settlements for Envi*oni-
mental Qualityt?, Document A/CONF. 48/6, p. 27.
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NOTTONS OF ENVIRONMBNT APPENDIX B

INCLUSÏVE
ENVIRONMENT

INCLUSIVE
ENVIRONMENT

major inter-
relationships

area of planning
involvement

z--\-\

HIN/IAN
ABTOTTC

NON-HUMAN
BTOTIC

NON-TIT]¡4AN
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APPENDIX C

ENVTRONMENTAL POLTCIES OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PLANNERS (ADOPTED MARCH L97L)

From: Journal of the Me"i , XXXVII

The assurance of a high quarity environment is a

varid national goa1. Arp affirms the following as essential
elements of an approach to environmental quality control:

Conservation
and management of basic environmental resources (air,
water, 1and, open space, nature, quiet, safety and beauty)
should include the following principles: minímízabj.on of
the consumption of non-replaceable resources; replenish-
menf or recyclying of re¡rlaceable resources; and absolute
protectíon of unique or critically endangered resources.
Federal and st,ate governments should initiate research
aimed at identifying critical environmental resources,
their rates of consumption under ti-le irnpact of urban ízat,íon,
and strat,egies for their protection and conservation.

Planning and Plan rmprement,ation planning, including
plan implementatíon, can and should be used to abate and

prevent pollution of all kinds, to assure balances between

land use and densíty of development and the capacity of
supporting systems, to provide and promote suitable

serva
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development standards for planning in relation to exist-
íng and desired environmental quality, and to mínj,míze

t,he impact of unavoidable pollution on populations

through the appropriate arrangement of land uses.

Environmental Degisn High qualit,y for the built environ-
ment should be promoted through land use planning, urban

design, and the systematic application of mult,idisciplinary
planning and development techniques.

SociaI Responsiveness Environmental protection, control,
and restoration of quality should seek equity in the

distribution of, unavoidable adverse surmounted effects,
in the availability of access to amenities and the pro-
vision of suitable institut,ional mechanisms for the repre-
sentation of all cj-tjzen interest.
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SELECTED IMPACTS OF THE AUTOMOBTLE

From: Martin V. Jones"
Reprinted in Thé

Values

Georgraphic mobility.

- ..-Expansion of personal freedom.

Prestige and material status deri_ved from automobireownership.

Overevaluation of automobileself an identity machine.

Privacy - insulates from bothcontact.

as an extension of the

environment and human

consideration of aut,omobile or,rrnership as an essentialpart of normal living (househof¿ eooåst.
Development of automobile cultists (group ídentifi-cation symbolized by type of automoÈrle ä*r"ãi.

Environment

Noise pollution.
Automobile junkyards.

Roadside litter.
Land usage for highways takes away from recreation,housing, etc.
Land erosion from highway constructi-on.
I'fater pollution (oil in streams from road run-off ).
Unsightly billboards.
Air pollution - lead, asbestoes, hydrogen chloride,carbon monoxide, oxiães of nitrågln, oqides of sulfer.

A Technol Assessment MetFuturist, VI February tg|Ð , i:ã
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Economic

Mainstay and prime mover of Amerícan economy in
20th century.

Large number of the jobs directly related to auto-
mobile industry ( one out of every sirc-., )

Automobile industry the lifeblood of many other
major industries.
Rise of small busínesses such as service stations
and tourist accomrnodations.

Suburban real estate boom.

Drastic decline of horse, camíage, and ï¡agon
businesses.

Depletion of fuel reserves.

St,imulus to exploration for and drilling of new
oil fields and development of new refining tech-
niques, resulting in cheaper and more sophisticated
methods.

Increased expenditures for road expansíon and im-
provement.

Increased Federal, state, and local revenues t,hrough
automobile and gasoline sales taxes.

Decline of railroads (both passengers and freíght).

Socíal

Changes in patterns of courtship, socialization
and training of children, r,rnork habits, use of
leisure time, and famíly patterns.

Created broad American middle class and reduced
class differences.

Created new class of semiskilled indust,ri-al workers.

Substitution of automobile for mass transit,

Ready conversion of the heavy industrial capability
of automobile factories during I,tlorld ltiar 11 to make
ureapons.
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Many impacts on cc.ime.

Increased tourism.

Changes in education through bussing (consolidated
school versus llone room country schoolhouset? ) .

Medícgl care and otkrer emergency services more
rapidly available.

Traffic congestion.

Annual,loss of life from automobile accident,s about
6o, ooo.

Increased incídence of respiratory ailments, heart
disease, and cancer.

01der poorer neighborhood displacement through urban
f reeway constrtrction.

DemoEraohv

-

Population movement to suburbs.

Shifts in geographic sites of principal U.S.
manufacturers.

Displacement of agricultural v¡orkers from rural
to urban areas.

Movement of business and industry to suburbs.

Increased geographic mobility.

Inst,it,utigJnal

Automotive labor union acitívity set many precedents,

DecentraLized, multidivisional structure of the
modern indust'rial corporation evident throughout,
the auto industry.

Modern management techniques.

Consumer installment credit,.
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Unparalleled standard of living.

Emergence of U.S. as foremost commercial and
military power in world.

Expansion of field of insurance,

Ríse of entrepreneurship.

Basis for an oligopolistic model for other
sectors of the economy.

Federal regulation of interstate highways and
conrmerce as a pattern for other f ields.

Highway lobby - its powerful influence.
.''... '-,,..j.::j.



APPENDIX E.

SOME PRE-1960 CONSERVÁ,TTON GROUPS

From: L.K. Caldwe1l. Environment: A Challense to Modern
Socigly, (carãe O¡,p. 49.

1870 American Fisheries Society

1-875 American Forestery Association

L876 Appalachian Mountain Club

L89Z Sierra Club

19OO Society of American Forest,ers

1905 National Audobon Society

Lgtt North American I,fildlife Foundation

L9L5 Ecological Society of America

L9L9 National Parks Associatíon

1922 Tzaak l{alton League

L925 Defenders of l,fildlife
L93Z National Reclamation Association

1935 The \trilderness Socíety

Lg36 The t{iIdlife societ,y

1936 The National lfildlife Federation

L94L The Soil Conservation Society of America

L946 I,fildlife Management Institut,e
L947 Conservat,ion Education Association

L948 Conservation Foundation

1958 American Conservation Association
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